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Information on arrival to prison
Serving a sentence

 The Prison and Probation Administration supervises the execution of sentences and other 
functions in accordance with the provisions of the Execution of Sentences Act No. 15/2016 
and regulation issued on the Act.

Obligation to obey the instructions of staff
 (Law no. 15/2016 – article 57) 

 A prisoner is obliged to obey the instructions given by the staff of the prison. A prisoner may 
not hinder prison wardens or other staff in carrying out their duties

Permission to inform close relatives and lawyers
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 23)

 When prisoners begin serving their sentences they shall be permitted to inform their closest 
relatives and lawyers about their imprisonment as soon as possible. 

Risk and Need Assessment
 At the beginning of imprisonment a risk- and a need assessment should be made on prisoners 

with sexual offences against children and serious violence and also if the prisoner behaves 
badly during the term of imprisonment. 

Decision on place of detention
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 18 and 21)

 The Prison and Probation Administration shall decide in which prison the prisoner is to serve 
his sentence. This decision shall take into account the prisoner’s age, sex, criminal record and 
the severity of the sentence, and also the considerations applying to detention in each 
individual prison. 

 Prisons are divided into open prions and closed prisons. An application form for open prisons 
can be obtained from the prison staff. 

Smoking 
 Smoking is prohibited in all parts of the prison buildings. 
 A director of a prison may allow prisoners to smoke in their own prison cells behind closed 

doors. 

Work in prison
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 25)

 Prisoners shall be obliged, as circumstances permit, to work or pursue other approved 
activities in prison. Further information is applied by the prison staff. 

Studies and vocational training
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 26)

 Prisoners shall have an opportunity to pursue studies or vocational training or participate in 
other activities held in the prison, according to what is practicable and what they are 
considered as being capable of doing. Further information is applied by the prison staff. 
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Allowances
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 27)

 Prisoners shall receive an allowance for doing work or pursuing studies. If it is not possible to 
provide a prisoner with work, or if, according to a medical certificate, he is unable to discharge 
his obligation to work, he shall receive an allowance for the days on which he would otherwise 
have worked. 

Breaches of discipline and disciplinary measures
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 73-74)

 Prison directors may apply disciplinary measures to prisoners in response to violations of the 
Execution of Sentences Act and the rules issued thereunder stating prisoners’ obligations, 
providing that it is stated that violation will result in the imposition of disciplinary measures. 

Security department
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 18 and 21)

 Prisons may be divided into departments. A special security department is located at the 
Prison Litla-Hraun.

 A Prison director may, for security reasons or in view of special circumstances, decide to 
transfer a prisoner to the security department if he has comitted gross offence or repeated 
minor offences, if he is considered a threat to the security of the prison or if he can not, due 
to his behaviour be around other prisoners. 

Visits
 (Law no. 15/2016 – article 45-48)

 Prisoners may receive visits in prison, not less than once a week, according to facilities in 
the prisons. 

 All visits from children must be accompanied by a legal guardian. Before a child is allowed to 
visit a prisoner there must always have been handed in a certified documentation from the 
Icelandic register (Þjóðskrá), tel: 515-5300, confirming who is the child’s legal guardian. Note 
that it may take a few days for the Icelandic register, Þjóðskrá, to process such requests.

Short-term leave
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 61)

 Prison directors may grant prisoners short-term leave to spend time outside the prison for the 
following purposes: 

 To visit a close relative or other close family member who is seriously ill, having received 
permission from the person concerned or his next of kin. 

 To attend the funeral or funeral preparation ceremony of a close relative or other close family 
member; in the case of his or her spouse, direct descendant or parent, the prisoner may attend 
both the funeral preparation ceremony and the funeral. 

 To attend the birth, baptism or confirmation of his or her child. 
 To attend to particularly urgent personal interests. 

Foreign prisoners
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 54)

 Foreign prisoners shall be entitled to contact their national embassies or consuls. 
 If a prisoner is stateless, or is a refugee, the prison shall help him to contact representatives 

of Icelandic or international organizations which defend the interests of such persons. 
 Foreign prisoners shall be entitled to the services of an interpreter, when necessary, when 

their rights and obligations during their time in prison are explained to them. They shall also 
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have the right to contact their lawyers with the assistance of an interpreter when considered 
necessary. 

 If the Directorate of Immigration has decided that the prisoner is to be expelled from the 
country he can be released after 1/2 of his sentence.

 Foreign prisoners can apply for a transfer to a prison in his/her country of nationality. Further 
information is applied by the prison staff. 

Practice of religion or philosophy
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 55)

 Prisoners shall have the opportunity of contacting a priest or comparable representative of a 
registered religious community or philosophical organisation.

 Prisoners shall be enabled to practice their religion or philosophy and their food habits and 
prayer sessions shall be taken into account in the work and studies of the prisoners as far as 
possible.

Regular day leave and family leave
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 56-60)

 The prison director may grant prisoners regular day leave to spend time outside the prison in 
order to be with their families or friends if this is considered to be beneficial as an element in 
the service of their sentences or in order to prepare them for when they complete their 
sentences. 

 Leave under this Article may first be considered when the prisoner has served, in a continuous 
stretch, one third of his sentence, and not less than one year. When a prisoner has spent four 
continuous years in prison, he may be granted leave of this type even though one third of the 
sentence is not completed. 

 If a prisoner has been granted regular day leave for 2 years he can be granted a family leave 
for 48 hours.

 In an application for leave, the prisoner shall state how he intends to spend the time or who 
he intends to visit. Before leave is granted, confirmation may be sought from the person 
named to establish that the visit may take place. It is important to apply for such in good time, 
at least 4 weeks before the possible date. An application form can be obtained from the prison 
staff. 

Studies, work or vocational training outside prison
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 62-63)

 The Prison and Probation Administration may grant prisoners who are serving long term 
sentences leave to spend time outside prison in order to pursue studies, work or vocational 
training for up to 12 months at the end of the sentence if this is considered beneficial as an 
element in the service of their sentences or in order to prepare them for when they complete 
their sentences. The prisoner must have served at least five years in prison before such a 
leave is considered. 

Execution of sentences outside prison
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 31)

 The Prison and Probation Administration may permit a prisoner to complete the service of his 
sentence outside prison at Vernd (a half-way house) or at other similar institution or home, 
providing that he engages in work or a program of study which is approved by the Prison and 
Probation Administration. 

 The prisoner himself shall pay the fees collected by such an institution or home from the 
inmates. The Prison and Probation Administration sets further rules on the premises and 
conditions for such placement.
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 It is important to apply for such in good time. An application form can be obtained from the 
prison staff. 

Confinement in a health-care or treatment institution
( Law no. 15/2016 – article 22)

 The Prison and Probation Administration may allow a prisoner to be confined, temporarily or 
for the duration of his term of imprisonment, in a health-care or treatment institution. An 
application form for a treatment institution can be obtained from the prison staff. 

Electronic monitoring
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 32-34)

 If the prison sentence is 12 months, the prisoner can complete serving his sentence outside 
prison with electronic monitoring for 60 days. 

 If the prison sentence is longer than 12 months, the prisoner will get 5 days on electronic 
monitoring for each month exceeding 12 months, though in total not more than 360 days. 

 One of the requirements is that the prisoner has previously served a part of his sentence 
outside prison satisfactorily according to the 31st article. 

 It is important to apply for such in good time. An application form can be obtained from the 
prison staff. 

Probationary release
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 80-82)

 When a prisoner has completed 1/2 or 2/3 of his sentence, the Prison and Probation Authority 
may decide that he is to be released on probation. 

 When a prisoner has completed 1/3 of his sentence he can be released on probation if he was 
21 or younger when the offence was committed and his manner and conduct during his 
imprisonment have been excellent.

 If the Directorate of Immigration has decided that the prisoner is to be expelled from the 
country he can be released after 1/2 of his sentence.

 It is important to apply for such in good time. An application form can be obtained from the 
prison staff. 

Appeal procedure
(Law no. 15/2016 –article 95) 

 Appeals against the decisions taken by the prison directors and the Prison and Probation 
Administration may be lodged with the Ministry of the Interior, Sölvhólsgötu 7, 101 Reykjavik, 
telephone 545-9000. 

Parliamentary Ombudsman
(Law no. 15/2016 – article 23)

 Prisoners shall have the opportunity of contacting the Parliamentary Ombudsman. The 
address is Þórshamar, Templarasund 5, 101 Reykjavík. Tel. 510-6700, e-mail: 
postur@umb.althingis.is

Prison and Probation Administration in Iceland, 24 January 2017

mailto:postur@umb.althingis.is
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Execution of Sentences Act No. 15/2016
No. 15 of 23 March 2016

________

CHAPTER I
Purpose, definitions and scope of application.

Article 1
Objectives.

     The pupose of this Act is to ensure that the execution of sentences is carried out in a 
safe and efficient manner and that the special and general deterrent effects of 
punishment are active.
     Furthermore, the purpose of this Act is to reduce the likelihood of repeated crimes 
and to promote the successful adjustment of the convicted person to society.

Article 2
Definitions.

     In this Act and the regulations and rules based thereon, the definition of terms is as 
follows: 

1. Service of sentence: Detention in prison or outside prison for the serving of a 
non-conditional prison sentence or surrogate punishment for fines.

2. Service period: The time during which a prisoner serves a sentence.
3. Violations of discipline: Violations of this Act and the regulations rules issued 

hereunder stating prisoners’ obligations.
4. Disciplinary sanctions: Measures against prisoners’ violations of discipline.
5. Child welfare authorities: The Ministry responsible for child welfare issues at 

each time and its subsidiary institutions.
6. Correction: That which aims at enabling a prisoner to increase his skills and 

quality of life and helps to prevent further criminal activity and return to prison.
7. Prison: An institution in which persons serving sentences or are detained or 

remanded in custody. Prisons are divided into open prisons and closed prisons, 
respectively, with different levels of security.

8. Prison year: 360 days.
9. Prison month: 30 days.
10. Prison sentence: One of two types of penal measure.
11. Prisoner: A person serving a prison sentence or the surrogate punishment in lieu 

of fines or is remanded in custody.
12. Fine: One of two types of penal measure.
13. Enforcement of a sentence: The execution of a penal measure.
14. Health services: Any type of health care, medical activities, nursing, general and 

special hospital services, medical transport services, support equipment services 
and service provided by healthcare professionals for the purpose of promoting 
good health and prevention, diagnosis or treatment pf diseases and rehabilitation 
of patients.
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15. Pardon: Reduction of sentence in part or in full.
16. Electronic surveillance: Serving a sentence by a convicted person outside a 

prison in while carrying equipment enabling the surveillance of the prisoner’s 
whereabouts.

17. Sentence period: The length in time of a prison sentence or surrogate sentence.
18. Conditional release: A conditional reduction of a part of a sentence.
19. Conditional period: The length of the conditional release.
20. Legal costs: The costs which are considered unavoidable expenses in criminal 

proceedings according to the Act on Criminal Procedure no. 88/2008, and a 
sentenced individual or legal entity is sentenced to pay.

21. Community service: Serving an unconditional prison sentence or surrogate 
sentence with obligatory unpaid work for the benefit of society, which the 
convicted person serves outside of the prison.

22. Surrogate punishment: Punishment which will be executed if the convicted 
person does not pay a financial penalty.

Article 3
Scope of application.

     This Act applies to the execution of sentences, supervision of conditional sentences, 
pardon and deferment of charges, collection of legal costs and confiscation. 
Furthermore, the Act applies to custody on remand as applicable and the administration 
of the prison system.

CHAPTER II
Administration.

Article 4
Overall charge of the prison system.

     The Minister is in overall charge of the prison system.

Article 5
The role of the Prison and Probation Administration.

     The Prison and Probation Administration supervises the execution of sentences and 
other functions in accordance with the provisions of this Act and the regulations issued 
hereunder. The Prison and Probation Administration may, according to an agreement, 
refer tasks to others, for example to supervise those who are serving their sentence 
through community services and are subject to electronic surveillance.
     The Prison and Probation Administration is responsible for the management of 
prisons.

Article 6
The Director of the Prison and Probation Administration.

     The Minister shall appoint the Director of the Prison and Probation Administration 
for a term of five years at a time. The director shall be a qualified lawyer. The director 
shall hire other staff of the institution.

http://www.althingi.is/altext/stjt/2008.088.html
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Article 7
Prison directors.

     The Minister shall appoint prison directors for terms of five years at a time. The 
prison director shall have a university education appropriate to the work.
     More than one institution may be under the control of the same director.

Article 8
Prison warders and staff of prisons.

     The Director of the Prison and Probation Administration shall appoint prison warders 
for terms of five years at a time. Before being appointed, a prison warder shall have 
completed a course in prison warder studies. Studies which have been approved by the 
Prison and Probation Administration may be considered equivalent upon receiving the 
comments of the Prison Warders’ Association in Iceland thereon. The prison director 
shall hire other prison staff.
     A prison warden may be engaged temporarily as an interim employee on condition 
that he has attended a preparatory course in prison studies and passed a background 
check.
     Prison warders may neither go on strike or participate in calling a strike.
     The Treasury shall compensate prison warders for injuries and damage to their 
belongings which they may suffer in connection with their work.
     Prison warders shall wear a uniform when on duty as well as identification 
documents further set out in a regulation by the Minister. The director of the Prison and 
Probation Administration and directors of prisons shall have a uniform available.

Article 9
Prison warder studies.

     The Prison and Probation Administration shall ensure that prison warders receive the 
appropriate education and training in prison warder studies as necessary.
     The Prison and Probation Administration may make an agreement with an 
educational institution to take care of the education of prison warders, but shall, 
however, supervise and oversee the studies.
     The Minister shall introduce further rules on the studies of prison warders in a 
Regulation.

Article 10.
Background checks.

     Before a person is appointed, installed temporarily or hired for work at the Prison and 
Probation Administration or in state prisons, he shall, upon his approval, undergo an 
investigation which involves obtaining information from records and information 
systems indicated in the second paragraph as a part of an evaluation as to whether this 
party shall be given access to state prison and access to information on the 
implementation of prison work and about prisoners. Information shall be obtained five 
years back in time. The approval of the applicant shall be recorded on a form as decided 
by the Prison and Probation Administration. The background check shall be repeated at 
regular intervals and no less than every five years. However, the background check and 
criminal record investigation shall never go any further than necessary at each time.
     The approval of that person, according to the first paragraph, permits the Prison and 
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Probation Administration, with the assistance of the Commissioner of the Icelandic State 
Police, as appropriate, to obtain information about the person in question from: 

a. police records, including the case registry of the police,
b. the penal register to the authorities
c. the information system of Interpol or other foreign authorities and 
d. The information system of the national register.

     A comprehensive evaluation shall be conducted of whether it is safe to give the 
person in question access to state prisons and information according to the first 
paragraph. The information from the police register of cases may be used directly to 
reject the appointment, temporary instalment or hiring of the person in question if it is 
the evaluation of the Prison and Probation Administration that the information gives 
reason to throw doubt on the ability or credibility of that person to work for the Prison 
and Probation Administration or in state prisons.
     If it is the evaluation of the Prison and Probation Administration that the information 
from records or information systems according to the second paragraph makes it unsafe 
to give the person access to the state prisons or information according to the first 
paragraph, the person shall have an opportunity to comment before the decision is made. 
The decision of the Prison and Probation Administration shall be supported by 
arguments.
     The Prison and Probation Administration, in cooperation with the Commissioner of 
the Icelandic State Police, shall carry out the background check according to the first 
paragraph.
     If a working prison warden does not pass a background check, he shall be relieved of 
his duties. The same applies to other employees. Upon obtaining the proposals of the 
Commissioner of the Icelandic State Police, the Minster shall introduce rules in a 
Regulation on the background checks of prison warders and the security level of 
background checks.

Article 11.
Authorisation to use force.

     Prison staff may use force in carrying out their duties if this is considered necessary 
in order to: 

1. Prevent an escape.

2. Defend themselves against an imminent attack, overpower violent resistance, 
prevent a prisoner from harming himself or others and to prevent acts of 
vandalism.

3. To follow orders that need to be carried out immediately and a prisoner refuses 
or neglects to comply with instructions regarding them.

     Force may involve physical holding or the use of the appropriate defensive 
equipment. However, the use of force shall never exceed what is necessary at each time.
     Following the use of force, a doctor shall be summoned if there is a suspicion that it 
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has resulted in injury, in cases involving disease or if the prisoner himself requests 
medical assistance.
     If a person under the age of 18 is confined in a home of the child protection 
authorities, then the employees may use force in carrying out their duties according to 
the conditions of the first paragraph, provided they have received the appropriate 
training in the use of force. The use of force may only be used in an emergency and only 
when other measures are not possible.

Article 12
Confidentiality.

     Staff of the Prison and Probation Administration, prison warders and other persons 
who work in the prisons shall be under an obligation not to divulge matters of which 
they become aware in the course of their work or in connection with their work and 
which should be kept secret in accordance with lawful public or private interests. This 
non-disclosure obligation shall apply to information concerning the private 
circumstances of prisoners and persons connected with them which should normally be 
secret, information concerning prison security and other information that should be kept 
secret according to law, working rules or the nature of the case. The non-disclosure 
obligation shall remain in force even after the employee stops work.

Article 13
Pardons committee.

     The Minister of Justice shall appoint a three-member committee, the pardons 
committee, with three alternates, for three years at a time. The chairman and deputy 
chairman shall meet the conditions for being appointed district court judges. One 
member of the committee must be a medical doctor.
     The committee shall advise the Minister by supplying a well-argued report on 
whether the decision by the Prison and Probation Administration regarding the refusal of 
community service or refusal of parole shall be confirmed, abolished or altered. The 
report of the committee shall be binding for the Minister.
     The committee shall provide the Minister with recommendations supported with 
arguments about the handling of applications for pardon.
     The pardons committee may obtain information from the registry of the cases of the 
police.
     The pardons committee may obtain information from healthcare professionals or 
healthcare institutions in order to confirm the available certificates as well as obtain 
further data on the health conditions of the applicant for pardon or the appellant if the 
application for pardon or charge is based on health-related reasons. However, the 
committee may also request that the applicant for pardon or the appellant himself obtains 
such information about his own health conditions.
     The proceedings in the committee shall be in writing but the committee may summon 
the applicant for pardon to appear before it. The same does not apply to an appellant.
     Anyone who, due to his work or family relations, knows of the applicant for pardon, 
may apply for pardon on behalf of the applicant. The same does not apply to an 
appellant, who is subject to the general rules of the Act on Public Administration 
regarding accession.
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CHAPTER III
Execution of non-conditional prison sentences, etc.

Article 14
General.

     The Prison and Probation Administration receives sentences for execution from the 
Director of Public Prosecutions. Also, the Administration receives judgments for 
registration where the convicted person is considered unfit for trial.

Article 15
Notification on service of sentences and the calculation of sentence time.

     Non-conditional prison sentences shall be executed as soon as the judgments are 
received by the Prison and Probation Administration.
     If the sentenced person is not already in prison, the Prison and Probation 
Administration shall inform him by letter, in a verifiable manner and with at least three 
weeks’ notice, about when and where he is to present himself to serve the sentence. If 
the sentenced person does not present himself at the appointed time to serve the 
sentence, the Prison and Probation Administration shall entrust the police with arresting 
him and conveying him to prison. If the sentenced person intentionally fails to present 
himself to serve the sentence, this may have an effect on the service of the sentence.
     If the sentenced person is remanded in custody he shall then and there begin serving 
the sentence unless it is in the interest of the criminal investigation that another 
arrangement is preferred. If the sentenced person is serving another prison sentence, then 
any latter prison sentences shall be served in direct continuation thereof.
     A sentenced person may be made to start serving his sentence without a prior 
notification, or before the service of the sentence is due to begin according to the 
notification, if he commits a criminal offence again or if it is considered that there is a 
risk that he will try to escape punishment, or if this is in the public interest.
     If the convicted person asks to begin serving his sentence before the scheduled time, 
this request shall be granted if possible.
     The proportions of one third, one half and two thirds of the sentence period shall be 
based on the total length of punishment. If the service of the remainder of the sentence is 
due to violations against its conditional terms, then the one half and two thirds of the 
sentence time shall be calculated based on the remainder of the sentence still to be 
served.
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Article 16
Deferment of service of sentences; pardons.

     If a sentenced person requests the deferment of the service of his sentence, the Prison 
and Probation Administration may grant a short deferment if there are special reasons in 
favour of this. Such deferment may not amount to a total of more than three months. In 
assessing whether the service of a sentence is to be deferred, consideration shall be given 
to the seriousness of the sentenced person’s violation, his criminal record, his personal 
circumstances, the length of time that has elapsed since the offence was committed and 
other factors that may be of significance. A request for deferment shall be turned down 
if it is first made after the service of the sentence is supposed to begin according to the 
notification.
     If a sentenced person requests a pardon, the service of the sentence shall be deferred, 
in case it has not already begun, until the request is dealt with, providing that the request 
is made not later than two weeks before service of the sentence is due to begin. A 
request for a pardon shall not defer the service of sentence if the sentenced person is 
already serving another prison sentence. A request for a pardon shall not defer the 
service of sentence if the sentenced person is already serving another prison sentence.
     Service of a sentence shall not be deferred in response to a repeated request for a 
pardon unless the new request contains important information which it was not possible 
to present previously and there are special reasons for deferring service of sentence.
     Deferment under this Article shall be subject to the condition that the sentenced 
person does not commit a criminal offence again. Further conditions may be set for the 
granting of a deferment.
     If the sentenced person violates the conditions for a deferment, the Prison and 
Probation Administration may decide that he is to begin serving his sentence without 
notice. The same applies if the sentenced person gives false information in a request for 
a deferment.

Article 17
Detention in prison.

     Detention in prison is applied to those who have been sentenced to terms of 
imprisonment, those who serve prison terms as a surrogate punishment in lieu of fines 
and those who are remanded in custody.
     Remand prisoners may be detained among those serving sentences if isolation is not 
considered necessary.
     In special cases, prisoners serving sentences may be detained for short periods in 
police cells.
     If circumstances permit, remand prisoners may be detained for short periods in police 
cells; however, this may not be for more than four days unless special reasons apply.

Article 18
Types of prisons.

     Prisons are divided into open prions and closed prisons, respectively. A prison may 
be divided into departments. The Minister says further regulations about the 
arrangement of prisons in a regulation for example about the division of the prison into 
departments.
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Article 19
Breaks in the service of sentences.

     Periods of service of sentences shall be continuous. However, breaks in the service of 
sentences may be allowed in exceptional circumstances. The break shall be on condition 
that the person does not commit violations during that interval. Further conditions may 
be set for breaks in the serving of sentences.

Article 20
Escapes.

     If a prisoner escapes while serving a sentence, the time from when he escapes until he 
is returned to prison is not counted as part of his time of service.

Article 21
Decision on place of detention.

     The Prison and Probation Administration shall decide in which prison the prisoner is 
to serve his sentence. This decision shall take into account the prisoner’s age, sex, 
criminal record and the severity of the sentence, and also the considerations applying to 
detention in each individual prison.
     The Prison and Probation Administration may have prisoners transferred between 
prisons, or from an institution to a prison. In such transfers, note shall be taken as the 
situation permits of the place of residence of a prisoner and his family. The prisoner 
shall be informed in advance of such transfers, with at least 24 hours’ notice, and shall 
be told the reason for the transfer, unless it is considered necessary for security reasons, 
or in view of the prisoner’s health or in order to prevent violence, or when the prisoner 
has committed a gross breach of discipline, or when there are grounds to suspect that the 
prisoner has addictive, narcotic or illegal drugs in his possession.
     If a prisoner is transferred from receiving prison or police station then the time 
constraints in part the second paragraph may be departed from.
     Prisoners may inform their immediate relatives and lawyers when they are transferred 
between prisons.
     Prison directors may, for security reasons or in view of special circumstances, take 
the decision to transfer prisoners between departments and cells. There is no obligation 
to give prisoners an opportunity to express their position on such transfers before taking 
such a decision, but the interests of the prisoner shall be safeguarded in connection with 
the transfers.
     Prisoners under 18 years of age shall be placed under the supervision of child 
protection authorities according to Article 44.

Article 22.
Confinement in a health-care or treatment institution.

     Upon receiving specialist advice, the Prison and Probation Administration may allow 
a prisoner to be confined, temporarily or for the duration of his term of imprisonment, in 
a health-care or treatment institution. The Prison and Probation Administration may set 
special conditions for the confinement of prisoners in these places.
     A prisoner who is committed to a health care- or treatment institution shall be 
considered as serving his sentence while he is there.
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Article 23.
Beginning of terms of imprisonment.

     At the beginning of serving a sentence a prisoner shall prove his identity by 
submitting personal identification documents or in another identifiable manner. Also, 
portrait photographs shall be taken of the prisoner and his name shall be recorded along 
with this identification number and the start and end dates of his sentence.
     The prisoner shall be examined by a doctor and if necessary during his service of a 
sentence. Information about the prisoner’s health and medical history, and details of the 
prisoner’s personal circumstances and the persons whom the prisoner wishes to have 
contacted, if necessary, in connection with his interests, shall be recorded.
     Healthcare professionals are obliged to inform the prison authorities about illnesses 
which could affect the safety and health of others.
     When they begin serving their sentences, prisoners shall receive, and have explained 
to them in a language they understand, a summary of the rules applying to the service of 
their sentence, prisoners’ rights and obligations, work and study opportunities available 
to prisoners, the rules of the prison, the types of conduct that will result in disciplinary 
measures and the handling of such cases, information about where prisoners are able to 
lodge appeals against decisions regarding the execution of their sentences and 
information on the grounds for submitting complaints to the Parliamentary Ombudsman, 
and also the prisoners’ right to contact their lawyers. The prisoner shall receive a record 
of serving a sentence indicating the main dates regarding his placement in serving a 
sentence. Prisoners shall also be informed about the completion of their imprisonment 
and the rules on probation.
     When they begin serving their sentences, prisoners shall be permitted to inform their 
closest relatives and lawyers about their imprisonment as soon as possible.

Article 24
Sentencing schedule.

     The Prison and Probation Administration, in cooperation with the prisoner, shall 
draw up a sentencing schedule if this is considered necessary according to experts of the 
Prison and Probation Administration. The schedule shall be drawn up as soon as 
possible after the serving of a sentence begins and it shall be reviewed as appropriate 
during the sentencing period.

Article 25
Work in prison.

     Prisoners shall be obliged, as circumstances permit, to work or pursue other approved 
activities in prison.
     The prison director shall decide what work prisoners are assigned. When deciding on 
the work to be assigned to each prisoner, consideration shall be given as far as possible 
to their personal circumstances and their wishes.
     Upon consultation with the Prison and Probation Administration, the director of a 
prison may decide that the work of a prisoner takes place outside of the prison under the 
surveillance of prison wardens or other parties determined by the director.
     Prisoners may have themselves provided with work other than that referred to in the 
first and third paragraphs of this Article after receiving the approval of the prison 
director. The prison director may authorise a prisoner to discharge his work obligations 
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in his cell if circumstances permit and there are no other reasons against this.
     Prisoners shall work every weekday except Saturdays. Work shall normally be done 
between 8 am and 5 pm, in such a way that the working day on average is not more than 
eight hours. Work connected with the running of the prison may be done outside 
daytime working hours.

Article 26
Studies and vocational training.

     Prisoners shall have an opportunity to pursue studies or vocational training. Upon 
consultation with the Prison and Probation Administration, the director of a prison may 
decide that the work of a prisoner takes place outside of the prison under the surveillance 
of prison wardens or other parties determined by the director.
     Regular studies shall take the place of obligatory work Each hour of study shall be 
regarded as the equivalent of an hour of work.
     If a prisoner does not pursue his studies in a normal way, the school principal may, in 
consultation with the prison director, decide to expel him from the study programme. 
The prison shall supply and pay for text books used in studies, and they shall be the 
property of the prison.
     Prisoner’s studies in prisons are the responsibility of educational authorities.

Article 27
Remuneration and per diem allowances.

     Prisoners shall receive remuneration for doing work or pursuing studies. If it is not 
possible to provide a prisoner with work, or if, according to a medical certificate, he is 
unable to discharge his obligation to work, he shall receive a per diem allowance for the 
days on which he would otherwise have worked. The Minister shall determine the 
amount of the per diem allowance, aimed at having it cover the prisoner’s basic personal 
hygiene requirements.
     If a prisoner has the opportunity to work or study, or has provided himself with work, 
shall not receive per diem allowances. The same shall apply to prisoners who are 
dismissed from work or who, without a valid reason, refuse to work.
     A prisoner receiving payments from the Social Insurance Administration loses his 
right to a per diem allowance from the Prison and Probation Administration.

Article 28
Payment of compensation.

     Daily allowances and remuneration of prisoners may be collected to cover the 
payment of compensation or other expenses for which prisoners are responsible while 
they are serving their sentences, including debts that they have incurred while in prison. 
At no time, however, may more than one fourth part of a prisoner’s remuneration, or a 
quarter of his per diem allowance, be taken for such payments.

Article 29
Health services of prisoners

     Prisoners shall enjoy health services comparable to those generally available, as 
prescribed in legislation and regulations concerning prisoners. The ministry responsible 
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for health services, subject to consultation with the Prison and Probation Administration, 
shall supervise and be responsible for health services to prisoners while in prison.

Article 30
Infants in prisons.

     If a prisoner has an infant child when she begins serving her sentence, or if she gives 
birth to a child during her term of imprisonment, she may be permitted, in consultation 
with a child welfare committee, to have the child with her in prison in the first months of 
its life and in normal circumstances until it is 18 months old if it is in the best interests 
of the child.
     Special measures shall be undertaken to ensure the welfare of children who are 
staying in prison.

Article 31
Execution of sentences outside prison.

     The Prison and Probation Administration may permit a prisoner to complete the 
service of his sentence outside prison, providing that he engages in work or a 
programme of study which is approved by the Prison and Probation Administration and 
which constitutes part of his readjustment to the community, that he lives in a special 
institution or home with which the institution has made an agreement, and is under 
supervision there. In exceptional circumstances, the Prison and Probation 
Administration may impose the condition for the execution of a sentence outside the 
prison that the prisoner carry special equipment in order to maintain surveillance of his 
movements.
     The prisoner shall agree in writing to the conditions set regarding the placement. The 
prisoner himself shall pay the fees collected by such an institution or home from the 
inmates.
     The Prison and Probation Administration shall set further rules on the premises and 
conditions for such placement.

Article 32
Electronic surveillance.

     When the sentence passed on a convicted person is 12 months or longer of 
unconditional imprisonment, the Prison and Probation Administration may permit a 
prisoner to serve his sentence outside the prison, provided he carries special equipment 
in order to maintain surveillance of his movements.
     When the sentence passed on a convicted person is 12 months of unconditional 
imprisonment, the serving of the sentence with electronic surveillance may be for 60 
days. The serving of a sentence with electronic surveillance increases by 5 days for each 
sentence month and can accrue to a maximum of 360 days.

Article 33
Conditions for electronic surveillance.

     The conditions for considering electronic surveillance a possibility are as follows: 

1. That the prisoner is considered suitable for electronic surveillance.
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2. That the prisoner has a permanent place of residence approved by the Prison and 
Probation Administration.

3. That the spouse of the prisoner, custodian, closest relative or host agrees that he 
remains under electronic surveillance at their common place of residence.

4. That the prisoner engages in work or a programme of study which is approved by 
the Prison and Probation Administration and which constitutes part of his 
readjustment to the community.

5. That the prisoner has made use of the measures according to the first paragraph 
of Article 31 in a satisfactory manner or has been evaluated as suitable to make 
use of the measures in the first paragraph of Article 31 but has not been able to, 
for reasons beyond his control. A prisoner who has not been able to make use of 
this measure shall have been free of any violations of discipline during the time 
in which he otherwise would have availed himself of it.

6. That the prisoner has not violated his electronic surveillance in the last three 
years.

7. That the prisoner does not have any case under treatment by the police, the 
prosecution authorities or the courts for a criminal offence provided that the case 
is being conducted normally and is not subject to delay caused by the prisoner.

Article 34
Conditions in electronic surveillance.

     Electronic surveillance shall be subject to the following conditions: 

1. That a prisoner is unconditionally at his place of residence from 11 pm until 7 
am Monday to Friday and from 9 pm to 7 am Saturday and Sunday. Also a 
prisoner shall be at his place of residence if does not attend work study training 
treatment or other projects which the prison and probation administration has 
approved workday due to illness or for other reasons except with prior 
consultation with the prison and probation administration.

2. That the person does not consume alcohol or addictive or narcotic drugs.

3. That the prisoner is not under suspicion for a criminal offence.

     In addition, it may be decided that electronic surveillance will be subject to the 
following conditions: 

1. That the person complies with instructions given by the supervisory authority 
regarding contact with other persons and leisure-time activities.
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2. That the prison is subject to special treatment decided by the prison and 
probation administration.

     The prisoner may be required to undergo a breath analysis or a blood and urine test. 
Refusal by the prisoner to undergo such a test shall constitute a violation of the 
conditions for electronic surveillance.
     Before the beginning of the execution of a prison sentence in the form of electronic 
surveillance, the rules applying to electronic surveillance shall be explained in detail to 
the sentenced person and his confirmation shall be obtained that he is prepared to 
comply with them.

Article 35
Breach of conditions for placement outside prison.

     When a prisoner does not pursue the work or studies that were the condition for his 
placement outside prison, or if he runs away from the institution or home, breaks its 
rules or violates the conditions set for his placement, the Prison and Probation 
Administration may decide that he is to be returned to prison to serve his sentence. The 
same shall apply if the institution or home considers that the grounds for the continuing 
presence of the prisoner there are not applicable any longer.
     If a prisoner no longer fulfils the conditions of Article 33 or breaches the conditions 
according to Article 34 then the prison and probation administration decides whether the 
conditions for electronic surveillance shall be changed and whether the permission for 
serving a sentence with electronic surveillance shall be revoked and the sentence served 
inside the prison.

Article 36
End of service of prison sentences.

     Prisoners serving non-conditional prison sentences shall be released at 8 am on the 
morning of the day on which their prison term ends. Prisoners may be released at other 
times in cases when they are to be expelled from the country or when a prisoner has 
escaped from a custodial sentence.
     Prior to the close of serving a sentence the prison and probation administration shall 
notify the social service institution in the municipality where the prisoner has his 
domicile about his release, if necessary. The Minister shall determine in Regulation the 
timeframe for the notifications of the prison and probation administration.

Article 37
Community service.

     When a person has been sentenced to up to 12 months’ non-conditional 
imprisonment, the sentence may be executed in the form of unpaid community service 
lasting a minimum of 40 hours and a maximum of 480 hours, if this is not contrary to 
public interest. The Prison and Probation Administration may decide that part of this 
unpaid community service shall take the form of counselling or an approved course of 
study concomitant with the community service, in which case this shall never amount to 
more than one fifth of the community service.
     When part of a prison sentence is suspended, the entire sentence according to the 
judgement may not exceed 12 months for it to be possible to execute the sentence in the 
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form of community service.
     In the case of imprisonment according to more than one judgement, the combined 
period of imprisonment may not exceed 12 months for it to be possible to execute the 
sentence in the form of community service.

Article 38
Conditions for community service.

     The conditions for community service being a possibility are as follows: 

1. That the sentenced person must have applied for it in writing to the Prison and 
Probation Administration not later than one week before he was originally due to 
begin serving his prison sentence.

2. That the person sentenced may not have a case pending examination by the 
police, the prosecution authorities or the courts in which he is accused of a 
criminal offence.

3. That the sentenced person is considered fit for community service.

4. That the sentenced person is not serving a prison sentence or in custody on 
remand.

     Before an assessment is made of whether the sentenced person is fit for community 
service, including whether it is likely that he will be able to perform the services 
involved, an examination shall be made of his personal circumstances. If the sentenced 
person fails to attend an interview for this purpose, his application to do community 
service shall normally be turned down.
     When a prison sentence is executed in the form of community service, 40 hours of 
community service shall be the equivalent of one month’s imprisonment. If custody on 
remand is set off against a prison sentence, this shall be taken into account when 
calculating the number of hours.

Article 39
Decisions on community service.

     The Prison and Probation Administration shall decide whether a prison sentence is to 
be executed in the form of community service and what type of community service the 
person sentenced is to perform in each individual case. The same applies to the length of 
time for which community service is to be performed; however, this period may never 
be shorter than two months.
     Applications shall be turned down immediately if the applicant does not meet the 
conditions of items 1, 2 and 4 of the first paragraph of Article 28. Those conditions may 
be waived if there are special reasons in favour of this.
     When an application is accepted for substantive treatment, the execution of the prison 
sentence shall be postponed until a decision on it has been taken, providing that the 
sentenced person does not commit a criminal offence during this time.
     The execution of a non-conditional sentence with community service begins when he 
sentenced person agrees to the terms of the community service.
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Article 40
Conditions applying to community service.

     Community service shall be subject to the following conditions: 

1. That the sentenced person does not commit a criminal offence during the period 
when community service is performed.

2. That the sentenced person consents to be under supervision and monitoring by 
the Prison and Probation Administration, or another party that it appoints, while 
community service is performed.

     In addition, it may be decided that community service will be subject to the 
following conditions: 

1. That the sentenced person obeys instructions given by the supervisory party 
regarding place of residence, education/training, work, contact with other 
persons and the pursuit of leisure activities.

2. That the sentenced person does not consume alcohol or addictive or narcotic 
drugs.

     The sentenced person may be required to undergo a breath analysis or a blood and 
urine test if there is reason to suspect that he has violated the condition of the second 
item of the second paragraph. A refusal on the part of the prisoner to undergo such a test 
shall constitute a violation of the conditions for electronic surveillance.
     Before the beginning of the execution of a prison sentence in the form of community 
service, the rules applying to community service shall be explained in detail to the 
sentenced person and his confirmation that he is prepared to comply with them shall be 
obtained. The same applies to responses to violations of these rules.

Article 41
Violation of conditions for community service.

     If the sentenced person no longer fulfils conditions for community service according 
to Article 38 or violates the conditions according to Article 40, the Prison and Probation 
Administration shall decide whether the conditions are to be changed, whether the 
period during which community service is to be performed is to be lengthened or 
whether the sentence is to be served in prison.
     If the sentenced person violates the conditions for community service or his violation 
is not of a serious nature he shall receive a warning.
     When it is decided under the first paragraph of this Article that a prison sentence is to 
be served in prison, the community service already performed shall be taken into 
account when calculating the time remaining to be served.
     When the remainder of a prison sentence is served in prison after part of it has been 
executed in the form of community service, release on probation under Article 80 may 
be granted on the basis of the remainder; thus, the proportions of one half and two thirds 
shall be based on the remainder of the sentence which is still to be served.
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CHAPTER IV
Prisoners’ rights and obligations.

Article 42
Detention in cells.

     Each prisoner shall have a cell to himself unless special circumstances or the 
accommodation available prevents this. The cell shall be locked at night as provided for 
in further detail in the rules of the prison. The Prison and Probation Administration may 
decide that cells are to be unlocked in particular prisons or prison departments, or in 
other cases when particular circumstances favour such an arrangement. The director of a 
person can have a cell locked at other times than in the first paragraph for security 
reasons.
     Prisoners in closed prisons are not permitted to enter the prison cells of other 
prisoners. The director may, upon consultation with the Prison and Probation 
Administration, wave this rule if the common areas are not satisfactory or other 
substantive reasons recommend this.

Article 43
The company of men and women.

     Men and women may participate together in daily tasks that the sexes shall be 
separated at night. A prisoner is not permitted to enter the cell of a prisoner of the 
opposite sex.

Article 44
Confinement of prisoners under the age of 18.

     Prisoners under 18 years of age shall serve a sentence under the supervision of child 
protection authorities. The confinement of prisoners under the age of 18 in prison is not 
permitted unless a specialist evaluation is available showing that it is in this best 
interests due to special circumstances and in accordance with the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. Such confinement shall be subject to this act as 
appropriate.
     A prisoner who is of mandatory school age should be given the opportunity to attend 
compulsory education, according to Article 26.
     The Minister shall make provisions in a Regulation on the implementation of serving 
a sentence according to this provision.

Article 45
Visits.

     A prisoner serving a sentence in a close prison may receive visits from family and 
friends if the conditions in the prison permit and this is considered useful as a part of the 
completion of his sentence. A prisoner may receive visits from family no less than every 
week but visits from friends shall be no more than twice a month except in exceptional 
circumstances.
     A prisoner serving a sentence in an open prison may receive visits from family and 
friends no less than every week if the conditions in the prison permit and this is 
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considered useful as a part of the completion of his sentence.
     The Prison and Probation Administration shall formulate further rules about 
visitations such as exceptions for more visits by friends.

Article 46
Restrictions on visits.

     The prison director may decide that visits by specific persons are to take place under 
the supervision by a member of the staff or in other parts of the prison, or with a 
prohibition on physical contact between visitor and prisoner, or to prohibit certain 
persons to visit prisoners if it is considered necessary in order to maintain good order 
and security in the prison or to prevent a criminal offence being committed, or if there is 
reason to believe that the visit will be misused in any other way. Reasons for a decision 
to this effect shall be stated in writing.
     A visit may be interrupted if it is considered necessary in order to maintain good 
order and security in the prison or to prevent a criminal offence from being committed.
     Visits to a prisoner by a lawyer shall always be without supervision unless the lawyer 
requests another arrangement.

Article 47
Visitors.

     The prison authorities shall check the background and criminal record of the of a 
visitor before the director approves the visit. During this check information may be 
obtained from the police records five years back into time and also from the penal 
register to the authorities. A comprehensive evaluation shall be made as to whether it is 
safe to permit the visit but the check of the background and criminal record should never 
go further than necessary at each time.
     Those who visit prisoners may be searched. Searches may involve either a search of 
outer clothing, or a body search if the visitor agrees to this. If the visitor does not agree, 
then the visit may be held under different circumstances or permission for it may be 
refused see first paragraph of Article 46.
     Items brought to the prisoner may be examined. Objects or substances that the 
prisoner is not permitted to have in the prison shall be left in the keeping of the prison 
authorities during the visit.
     Anyone who comes to visit a prisoner shall be informed about the regulations that 
pertain to visits.

Article 48
Visits of children.

     Prison directors shall arrange facilities so that children may be included in visits and 
will be treated with due consideration. Where it is required that a visit be held outside 
the prison in the interest of a child, this shall be done in accordance with the opinion of 
the child welfare authorities or other specialists.
     The visits of children under the age of 18 will be accompanied by a custodian or 
other relative provided that the custodian has agreed to this in writing.
     A visit shall be interrupted when children are present if it is considered that it is 
against their interests.
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Article 49
Telephone calls.

     Prisoners shall have the right to make telephone calls to persons outside the prison 
during the hours stated in the prison rules. The number of calls made by each prisoner 
and their length may be restricted if this is necessary to enable other prisoners to avail 
themselves of this right. Telephone calls to prisoners in other prisons are prohibited 
except when the prison director grants his approval.
     The prison director may decide to tap or record telephone calls of a prisoner if it is 
considered necessary for general supervision and maintenance of good order and 
security in the prison, to prevent criminal actions or to protect persons who suffered as a 
result of the offence committed by the prisoner and those who have testified against him.
     The prisoner shall be notified beforehand about a decision to tap or record a 
telephone call and its reasons indicated and put on written record. The condition may be 
imposed that the conversation take place in a language which the prison warder 
understands, or else that an interpreter translate the conversation. The recordings shall be 
deleted when they are no longer needed.
     Telephone calls may not be taped between a prisoner and his lawyer, pastor or other 
comparable representative of a religious community or philosophical organisation to 
which the prisoner belongs, government institutions or the Parliamentary Ombudsman.
     At the request of the person registered as the user of a particular telephone number, 
the prison director may decide that no telephone calls may be made from the prison to 
that number.
     Prisoners themselves shall pay the cost of their telephone calls, except for those they 
make to their lawyers, the Ministry, the Parliamentary Ombudsman, the Prison and 
Probation Administration and the embassy or consul of a foreign prisoner’s country.

Article 50
Correspondence.

     Prisoners may send and receive letters. The prison director may decide to open and 
read letters to and from a prisoner in his presence in order to maintain good order and 
security in the prison, to prevent criminal actions or to protect persons who suffered as a 
result of the offence committed by the prisoner and those who have testified against him. 
For the same purposes, the prison director may decide to restrict a prisoner’s 
correspondence with specific persons or to suspend the sending of letters to and from a 
prisoner. The condition may be set that the correspondence take place in a language 
which a prison warder understands, or alternatively that an authorised translator be 
entrusted with translating the letters.
     Correspondence may not be examined between a prisoner and his lawyer, public 
institutions, priest or other comparable representative of a religious community or 
philosophical organisation to which the prisoner belongs or the Parliamentary 
Ombudsman.
     A decision to read a letter or to seize it shall be announced to the prisoner, and the 
reasons for it shall be stated and recorded in writing.
     When the prison provides stationery or envelopes, these shall not bear a stamp or 
other marking from which it is possible to deduce that the sender is detained in prison.
     Prisoners themselves shall pay the cost of the letters they send, except for those they 
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send to their lawyers, the Prison and Probation Administration, government institutions 
or the Parliamentary Ombudsman.

Article 51
Access to the media.

     Prisoners shall normally have the opportunity of keeping up with public affairs by 
reading newspapers, listening to the radio and watching television.
     The Prison and Probation Administration shall decide whether to permit media 
interviews with prisoners. These shall be permitted if this is not at variance with the 
public interest or the interests of the victims of criminal offences. The Prison and 
Probation Administration shall impose rules on further implementing procedures of 
media interviews with prisoners.

Article 52
Time out of doors and leisure activities.

     Prisoners shall be entitled to spend time out of doors and to pursue leisure activities, 
physical culture and sports in their free time, as facilities permit. These activities shall be 
for at least one and a half hours each day, unless this is incompatible with good order 
and security in the prison.

Article 53
Library.

     The prisoner is entitled to access to a library.

Article 54.
Foreign prisoners.

     Foreign prisoners shall be entitled to contact their national embassies or consuls.
     If a prisoner is stateless, or is a refugee, the prison shall help him to contact 
representatives of national or international organisations which defend the interests of 
such persons.
     Foreign prisoners shall be entitled to the services of an interpreter, when necessary, 
when their rights and obligations during their time in prison are explained to them. They 
shall also have the right to contact their lawyers with the assistance of an interpreter 
when considered necessary.
     A foreign prisoner shall be notified that he can apply for serving his sentence in his 
home country provided an agreement exists about this with the home country of the 
prisoner in question.

Article 55
Practice of religion or philosophy

     Prisoners shall have the opportunity of contacting a priest or comparable 
representative of a registered religious community or philosophical organisation. 
Prisoners shall be enabled to practice their religion or philosophy and their food habits 
and prayer sessions shall be taken into account in the work and studies of the prisoners 
as far as possible.
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Article 56
Equipment in prison cells.

     The equipment which the director of a prison may allow a prisoner to keep in his 
prison cell according to the rules of the prison shall be the property of the prison. The 
equipment shall be rented out for small fee. If equipment which a prisoner is permitted 
to keep in his prison cell is not available in the prison, then the prisoner may be allowed 
to have its own equipment and then no fee is requested.
     In accordance with the rules of the prison, the prison director may permit prisoners to 
have electrical devices in their cells. In consultation with the Prison and Probation 
Administration, the director of an open prison may permit a prisoner to have a computer 
with a net connection and a mobile phone in his cell at further designated times. In 
consultation with the Prison and Probation Administration, the director of an open 
prison may permit a prisoner to have a computer with a net connection in the common 
area of the prison. The Prison and Probation Administration shall impose special rules 
on the arrangement and use of electrical devices, telephones and computers with an 
internet connection.
     Prisoners may not have alcohol or addictive or narcotic drugs in their possession. 
However, a prisoner may keep medications in his cell in exceptional circumstances, if is 
considered necessary to his health on doctor’s orders and with the approval of the 
director.
     A prisoner may not keep cash among his belongings or in his cell except with special 
permission from the director. Prisoners shall be able to have their funds stored for them 
by the prison.
     A person remanded in custody may use the telephone or other communication 
equipment, however, this use is not permitted in his cell. The investigator may prohibit 
or limit this use. A person remanded in custody may use other communication 
equipment outside his cell in connection with study or work. The director of a prison can 
limit or prohibit a person remanded in custody to make use of other communication 
equipment if it is considered that this may upset good order and security in the prison. If 
a person remanded in custody is confined among other serving prisoners, provisions of 
the first and second paragraph about the use and other communication equipment shall 
apply.

Article 57
Obligation to obey the instructions of staff.

     A prisoner is obliged to obey the instructions given by the staff of the prison. A 
prisoner may not hinder prison wardens or other staff in carrying out their duties.

Article 58
Prisoners’ spokespersons.

     Prisoners may elect spokespersons to work on matters of concern to prisoners and to 
represent them.
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CHAPTER V
Leave from prison.

Article 59
Regular day and family leave.

     Upon the approval of the Prison and Probation Administration, a director of a prison 
may grant prisoners regular day leave to spend time outside the prison in order to be 
with their families or friends if this is considered to be beneficial as an element in the 
service of their sentences or in order to prepare them for when they complete their 
sentences. Such leave shall be a maximum of 14 hours, and shall normally be granted 
between 7 am and 11 pm the same day. The period may be extended if the prisoner 
demonstrably has to travel a long way to his home.
     Leave under this Article may first be considered when the prisoner has served, in a 
continuous stretch, one third of his sentence, but not less than one year, however. When 
a prisoner has served four continuous years in prison, he may be granted leave of this 
type even though he has not yet completed one third of his sentence.
     If a prisoner has been given day leave over a continuous period of two years and he 
has complied with its conditions, he may be granted up to 48 hours’ family leave if this 
is considered helpful as a part of the serving of his sentence or to prepare a prisoner for 
the completion of his service. Such leave shall normally be from 12 noon to 12 noon.
     In an application for leave, the prisoner shall state how he intends to spend the time 
or who he intends to visit. Before leave is granted, confirmation may be sought from the 
person named to establish that the visit may take place.
     A total of 12 day leaves from prison may be granted per year and a leave may be 
granted if 30 days have passed since the previous leave. A total of four family leaves 
may be granted each year and then 90 days must pass between such leaves. A prisoner 
may take a day leave between two family leaves.
     When the service of a sentence takes place outside prison under Article 31, then the 
condition may be set that the prisoner is not to be granted day leave under this Article.

Article 60
Decisions on day and family leave.

     When decisions on day leave are taken, the offence and criminal and prison record of 
the prisoner involved shall be taken into consideration. Consideration shall also be given 
to his conduct while in prison and whether he has availed himself of the remedial 
treatment available in the prison.
     If the prisoner was sentenced, in his most recent prison sentence or earlier, for 
homicide, an offence involving violence or a sexual offence, a serious drug offence, 
arson or another offence causing danger to the public, or an economic offence 
committed by means of violence or the threat of violence, then particular caution shall 
be exercised when assessing whether the prisoner is to be granted leave to spend time 
outside the prison. The same shall apply if a case in which the prisoner concerned is 
suspected, or accused, of having committed an offence of this type is being examined by 
the police, the courts or the prosecution authorities, and also if the prisoner is considered 
to be an habitual offender or if there is a danger that he would abuse his leave or attempt 
to flee the country.
     If a prisoner makes an escape from prison or custody while serving a sentence or 
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being held on remand, at least two years shall elapse before he can qualify for leave of 
this type. If the prisoner has committed a criminal offence during a previous day leave, 
or abused such leave in any other way, then he shall not be granted leave again until at 
least eight months have elapsed since the occurrence of such an incident. In cases where 
it is found out that a prisoner has consumed alcohol or addictive or narcotic drugs, or has 
committed a breach of discipline, inside or outside the prison, he shall normally not 
qualify for leave to spend time outside the prison until six months have elapsed since 
such an incident.

Article 61
Short-term leave.

     Prison directors may, after receiving the approval of the Prison and Probation 
Administration, grant prisoners short-term leave to spend time outside the prison for the 
following purposes: 

1. To visit a close relative or other close family member who is seriously ill, having 
received permission from the person concerned or his next of kin.

2. To attend the funeral or funeral preparation ceremony of a close relative or 
another close family member. To attend both the funeral preparation ceremony 
and the funeral of a spouse, descendant, parent, siblings, grandparents or great-
grandparents.

3. To attend the birth, baptism or confirmation of his child.

4. To attend to particularly urgent personal interests.

     Prisoners may only be granted leave under items 1-4 of the first paragraph of this 
Article if satisfactory evidence is produced demonstrating the existence of the 
circumstances described in those items. Such leave shall be granted for maximum 
periods of eight hours. This period may be lengthened when special circumstances 
apply, and also where long travelling distances are involved. However, short-term leave 
shall never last longer than strictly necessary. If the approval of the interested parties for 
the arrival of the prisoner is not available the leave shall be refused.
     The terms “close relative or other close family member” in items 1 and 2 of the first 
paragraph of this Article refer to the prisoner’s spouse or cohabiting partner, direct 
descendants (children, grandchildren, etc.), step-children, foster-children, parents, 
parents-in-law, siblings, nephews and nieces, grandparents and uncles and aunts.
     Prison directors shall, in consultation with the Prison and Probation Administration, 
decide on the form that security precautions regarding the prisoner are to take during the 
leave period.

Article 62
Studies, work or vocational training outside prison.

     The Prison and Probation Administration may grant prisoners who are serving 
sentences leave to spend time outside prison in order to pursue studies, traineeship or 
vocational training for up to 12 months at the end of their service if this is considered 
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beneficial as an element in the service of their sentences or in order to prepare them for 
when they complete their sentences. Prison directors shall, in consultation with the 
Prison and Probation Administration, decide on the form that security precautions 
regarding the prisoner are to take during the leave period. Such leave shall not be 
granted until the prisoner has served a total of five continuous years in prison.
Before leave to spend time outside the prison under the first paragraph is granted, a 
verified timetable and written confirmation from the school or the party providing 
vocational training shall be available stating that the prisoner may begin and pursue the 
studies, traineeship or vocational education during the period when it is intended that the 
leave will apply. It shall also be established that these parties are aware that the person 
concerned is a prisoner serving a sentence, and the rules and conditions applying to the 
leave shall be explained to them.

Article 63
Work outside prison.

     The Prison and Probation Administration may grant prisoners who are serving 
sentences leave to spend time outside prison in order to work for up to 12 months at the 
end of their service if this is considered beneficial as an element in the service of their 
sentences or in order to prepare them for when they complete their sentences. Prison 
directors shall, in consultation with the Prison and Probation Administration, decide on 
the form that security precautions regarding the prisoner are to take during the leave 
period. Such leave shall not be granted until the prisoner has served a total of five 
continuous years in prison.
     Before leave to spend time outside the prison under the first paragraph is granted, a 
verified timetable and written confirmation from the employer shall be available stating 
that the prisoner may begin work during the period when it is intended that the leave will 
apply. It shall also be established that the employer is aware that the person concerned is 
a prisoner serving a sentence, and the rules and conditions applying to the leave shall be 
explained to them.

Article 64
Decision on study, traineeship, vocational training and work outside the prison.

     When evaluating whether permission shall be granted for a prisoner to engage in 
study, traineeship, vocational training or work outside the prison, his crime and criminal 
and service record shall be taken into account. Consideration shall also be given to his 
conduct while in prison and whether he has availed himself of the remedial treatment 
available in the prison. In other respects, the conditions for awarding day leave 
according to this Act shall be kept in mind.

Article 65
Conditions applying during leave.

     The following conditions apply to leave to spend time outside prison: 

1. The prisoner may not consume, or have in his possession, alcohol, addictive or 
narcotic drugs or other drugs which are not intended for him.

2. The prisoner may not leave Iceland during the leave period.
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3. The prisoner may not do anything or go anywhere during the leave period that is 
not compatible with the purpose for which leave was granted.

     In addition to the conditions in the first paragraph, the following conditions may be 
set regarding leave to spend time outside the prison: 

1. That the prisoner is to give a breath sample on returning to the prison, or blood 
and urine samples before and after the leave period.

2. That the prisoner is to submit to a body search on returning to the prison.

3. That the prisoner may not visit certain locations or contact certain persons during 
the leave period, if this restriction is desirable from the point of view of 
consideration towards the victim of the prisoner’s offence or the victim’s 
immediate family, or the nature or seriousness of the offence.

4. That the prisoner report to the police or the prison administration authorities.

5. That nominated personnel shall collect the prisoner and drive him back to the 
prison.

6. That the person carries equipment to enable the Prison and Probation 
Administration or another party selected by them to monitor his movements in 
accordance with the instructions given to him by the Prison and Probation 
Administration.

     In addition, the following conditions may be set regarding leave to spend time 
outside the prison:
     The time when the prisoner is permitted to leave the prison and the time by which he 
must return to the prison shall be stated. If an accident, illness or other comparable 
circumstances make it impossible for the prisoner to return from leave by the specified 
time, he shall notify the prison as soon as possible.
     Before permission is granted, the prisoner’s consent shall be sought whether he 
accepts the conditions of the leave.

Article 66
Applications for leave.

     Prisoners who wish to receive leave to spend time outside prison shall apply in 
writing to the prison director.
     When a prisoner is granted leave to spend time outside the prison, he shall be given a 
certificate stating the conditions for the leave.
     Prisoners may not be granted leave to spend time outside prison unless they sign a 
written declaration stating that they are prepared to abide by the rules and conditions 
applying to the leave.
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Article 67
Costs.

     Prisoners themselves shall bear the cost of a leave to spend time outside prison. 
However, they shall not bear the cost of having prison warders accompany them.
     A prisoner engaged in work outside the prison according to Article 63 shall not 
receive a per diem allowance for the days he works outside the prison.

Article 68
Revocation of leave; breach of conditions.

     Leave to spend time outside prison may be revoked in view of the prisoner’s conduct 
or other circumstances which are revealed after it is decided to grant leave and before it 
takes effect, and which would have prevented the granting of leave if they had been 
known earlier. The same applies if there is reason to believe that the prisoner intends to 
abuse his leave.
     If the prisoner violates the conditions set for leave to spend time outside prison, or 
breaks the rules applying to the leave, then the party granting the leave may cancel it. 
Such violations of the conditions for leave or the rules applying to it may result in 
disciplinary measures as provided for in Chapter VI.

CHAPTER VI
Searches, body searches and physical examinations.

Article 69
Searches of prison cells.

     Prison directors may decide to search prison cells if there is a suspicion that items or 
substances are to be found there which: 

a. it is punishable to have in his possession,
b. are the products of criminal activity,
c. have been smuggled into the prison, or
d. prisoners are forbidden to have in their possession or in their cells under the rules 

of the prison.

     Prisoners’ cells may also be searched in the course of general inspections, and may 
be examined even though the conditions of the first paragraph of this Article are not met.
     The prisoner shall normally be present during a search of his cell. However, 
exemptions from this condition may be made as determined by the director of the prison. 
Reports shall be made on searches and any items or substances that are found and which 
prisoners are not permitted to have in their cells.
     The prisoner shall be informed of the reason for the search of his cell before the 
search is carried out, unless there are special reasons not to do this. The decision to 
search a prisoner’s cell shall be recorded in writing, with the reasons stated.
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Article 70
Searches of prisoners.

     Prisoners and their clothes may be searched on arrival in prison, following visits and 
in the course of general inspections in order to prevent their being in possession of items 
or substances referred to in the first paragraph of Article 69.
     Body searches of prisoners shall be carried out by prison employees of the same sex 
as the prisoner.

Article 71
Physical examinations.

     The prison director may decide to have a physical examination made of a prisoner if 
there is a suspicion that he has concealed within his body items or substances mentioned 
in the first paragraph of Article 69. Blood or urine samples may also be taken from 
prisoners if there is a suspicion that they have consumed alcohol or addictive or narcotic 
drugs, either on their arrival in prison or in the course of general inspections.
     A physician or nurse shall carry out physical examinations and the taking of blood 
samples.
     When a physical examination is carried out, a report shall be written stating the 
reasons and the way it was carried out.
     The decision to perform a body search of a prisoner shall be recorded in writing, with 
the reasons stated.

Article 72
Complaints against administrative measures.

     The lodging of a complaint against administrative measures shall not result in the 
deferment of measures under this Chapter.

CHAPTER VII
Breaches of discipline, disciplinary measures, etc.

Article 73
Breaches of discipline.

     Prison directors may apply disciplinary measures to prisoners in response to 
violations of this Act and the rules issued hereunder stating prisoners’ obligations, 
providing that it is stated that violation will result in the imposition of disciplinary 
measures.

Article 74
Disciplinary measures.

     Disciplinary measures that may be taken are as follows: 

1. Written reprimands.

2. Deprivation of half of payment for work or pursuing studies for a certain period 
of time.
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3. Deprivation of additional equipment for which special permission is required and 
a reduction of visits, telephone calls and correspondence.

4. Transfer from an open prison door closed prison.

5. Limitations on outside activities and sport facilities over a certain time.

6. Solitary confinement for up to 15 days.

     Solitary confinement may only be imposed as a disciplinary measure for the 
following offences or attempts at committing them: 

1. Escaping.

2. Smuggling items into the prison, the possession or consumption of alcohol, 
illegal drugs or addictive drugs and the possession of weapons or other 
dangerous items.

3. Violence or threatening to use violence against other prisoners or prison staff.

4. Gross acts of vandalism.

5. Other gross offences, or repeated minor offences.

     If the breach is minor and the prisoner has not previously committed a breach of 
discipline, he may only be given a written reprimand.
     More than one type of disciplinary measure may be applied at the same time.
     Before a decision is taken on the application of disciplinary measures, the facts of the 
case shall be investigated and the prisoner shall be given an opportunity of acquainting 
himself with the materials and evidence available and expressing his position on them.
     Decisions on disciplinary measures shall be based on reasons, and shall be recorded 
in writing and announced to the prisoner in the presence of a witness.

Article 75
Separation of prisoners.

     Prisoners may be held separately from other prisoners when this is necessary: 

1. For security reasons,

2. Due to an imminent threat to their life or health,

3. Due to a danger that the prisoner will cause serious damage to prison property,

4. To prevent an escape,

5. To prevent the prisoner from encouraging others to break the rules of the prison,
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6. To prevent the prisoner from taking steps to have himself or other prisoners 
supplied with alcohol, other intoxicants or drugs,

7. To prevent the prisoner from intimidating other prisoners.

     Prisoners shall not be held separately for longer than is necessary, and at no time for 
more than 24 hours.
     Decisions on temporary separation of prisoners shall be recorded in writing, with the 
reasons stated. No appeal may be lodged against such decisions.

Article 76
Detention in a security cell.

     A prisoner may be detained in a security cell if this is necessary in order to prevent 
violence, contain violent resistance on his part or prevent him from injuring himself or 
others.
     When a prisoner is detained in a security cell, a belt and foot and arm straps may be 
used.
     The prison director shall take decisions on detaining prisoners in security cells. At no 
time may detention in security cells and other measures taken in connection with such 
detention last longer than is compatible with the aim of such detention or other 
measures.
     A decision to detain a prisoner in a security cell shall be recorded in writing, with the 
reasons stated. Also, where circumstances permit, the decision shall be announced to the 
prisoner in the presence of a witness.

Article 77
Medical examinations.

     When solitary confinement under Article 74 or separate confinement under Article 75 
is applied, or when a prisoner is placed in a security cell under Article 76, a physician 
shall be summoned to examine the prisoner. If possible, prisoners held in solitary 
confinement or in security cells shall be examined by a physician every day.

Article 78
Appeal procedure.

     Appeals against decisions on disciplinary measures under Article 74 and detention in 
security cells under Article 76 may be lodged with the Ministry of Justice; the prisoner 
shall be informed of this at the same time as the decision is announced to him. When an 
appeal is lodged against a decision, the materials in the case shall be sent to the Ministry.
     The Ministry shall take a decision within four working days of the receipt of the 
appeal; otherwise the decision in question shall become invalid. The start date of the 
deferment shall be the first working day after the day on which the appeal is received by 
the Ministry. However, the decision period of the Ministry is not valid if an appeal 
against a disciplinary measure is received by the Ministry after the validity period of the 
disciplinary measure is over or if the disciplinary measure is in the form of a reprimand. 
However, the Ministry shall always attempt to give a ruling as soon as possible.
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Article 79
Seizure and confiscation.

     Prison directors may take a decision to seize and, as appropriate, confiscate, items or 
substances which may not be brought into, kept in or made in the prison. The same shall 
apply to items or money which it is attempted to smuggle to prisoners. However, the 
property of unsuspecting third parties may not be confiscated. Prison directors may take 
a decision on the confiscation of items or money found inside the prison if the identity of 
the owner is not known.

CHAPTER VIII
Conditional release.

Article 80
Terms of conditional release

     When a prisoner has served two third of his sentence, the Prison and Probation 
Authority may decide that he is to be given a conditional release. Prisoners who are not 
serving sentences for serious offences, or offences that are major in other respects, such 
as manslaughter, crimes of violence or sexual offences, deprivation of liberty, arson or 
other violations against public safety as well as robbery, may be granted conditional 
release when half of their sentence is complete.
     A prisoner may be granted conditional release when half his sentence is complete 
even though he is serving a sentence for a serious offence, or an offence that is major in 
other respects, if very special personal reasons favour such a course of action and the 
prisoner’s manner and conduct during his imprisonment have been excellent. The same 
shall apply if the Directorate of Immigration has decided that the prisoner is to be 
expelled from the country after completing his sentence. If the prisoner has served a 
prison sentence on two or more occasions, he may not be granted conditional release 
under this paragraph unless there are special reasons in favour of this. 

A prisoner may be granted conditional release when one third of his sentence time 
has passed if he was 21 years of age or younger when he committed the crime for which 
he is serving a sentence and he has been on good behaviour and received suitable 
treatment when serving his sentence and has addressed his drug problem if it has been 
present.
     A prisoner who has a case under treatment by the police, the prosecution authorities 
or the courts for a criminal offence shall not be granted conditional release provided that 
the case is being conducted normally and is not subject to delay caused by the prisoner.
     A prisoner who is regarded as an habitual offender, or who has repeatedly been 
granted conditional release and has violated the conditions for it, shall not be granted 
conditional release again unless there are special reasons in favour of doing so. The 
same shall apply if conditional release is considered inadvisable in terms of the 
prisoner’s personal circumstances or with regard to the public interest, e.g. when the 
prisoner has exhibited grossly reprehensible conduct during the service of his sentence 
or is considered dangerous to others, in the opinion of experts. If a prisoner is refused 
conditional release under this paragraph, then he shall be informed of the conditions he 
would have to meet for it to be possible to review the decision.
     A condition for conditional release is that the prisoner declare that he is prepared to 
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abide by the conditions set for a conditional release. When a prisoner is granted 
conditional release, he is to be given a certificate stating the conditions for the release 
and the consequences of violating them.
     If part of the prison sentence is non-conditional and part of it is conditional, 
conditional release may not be granted. The same applies if the prisoner is serving a 
prison sentence in lieu of paying a fine.
     If a sentenced person has not begun serving his sentence, he may be granted a 
conditional release from that sentence if he has previously served a prison sentence of at 
least the same length and the sentence applies exclusively to offences committed prior to 
the completed period of service and he has not been sentenced for offences committed 
after the completed period of sentence. The same shall apply if the sentenced person has 
already begun serving his sentence.

Article 81
Conditions during conditional release.

     Conditional release shall last for up to three years. If more than three years of a 
prison sentence remain to be served, conditional release may be set at anything up to 
five years.
     A term for conditional release shall be that the person concerned does not commit a 
new offence during the conditional release period. Furthermore, it may be decided that 
the following terms shall apply, either to the entire conditional release period or to a part 
of it: 

1. That the person will be under supervision and monitoring by the Prison and 
Probation Administration, or another party appointed by it.

2. That the party does not consume alcohol or addictive or narcotic drugs.

3. That the person complies with instructions given by the supervisory authority 
regarding place of residence, training or educational programmes, employment, 
contact with other persons and leisure-time activities.

4. That the person undergoes special treatment, either in or outside an institution. 
However, placement in such an institution may not last longer than the sentence 
period.

5. That the person carries equipment that enables the Prison and Probation 
Administration or another party selected by them to monitor his movements in 
accordance with the instructions given to him by the Prison and Probation 
Administration.

     The Prison and Probation Administration shall take decisions on the arrangements 
provided for in the first and second paragraphs of this Article, and may waive 
conditions, partially or in their entirety, in the light of changed circumstances.
     If a person is subject to the condition of item 2 of the second paragraph he may be 
required to submit to tests of breath, blood or urine samples. A refusal on the part of the 
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person to undergo such a test shall constitute a violation of the conditions for electronic 
surveillance.

Article 82
Violation of conditions.

     If a person who has been granted conditional release commits a new offence and a 
police investigation directed against him as a suspect is launched before the end of the 
conditional period, then the court dealing with the case shall impose punishment for that 
offence, also including the part of the sentence remaining to be served in accordance 
with Article 60 of the Criminal Code, so that remainder of the term of imprisonment 
imposed by the older judgement shall be observed in the same way as a suspended 
sentence.
     At the demand of the prosecution, however, the court may rule that a person who has 
been granted conditional release is to serve the remainder of his sentence if he grossly 
violates the general conditions for conditional release during the probation period, 
providing there is a strong suspicion that he has committed a new offence which is 
subject to six years’ imprisonment, or that his offence violates the first paragraph of 
Article 218 of the Criminal Code. When dealing with such a demand, the judge shall 
appoint a defence counsel for the person if he so requests and handle the matter in 
accordance with Chapter XV of the Act on Criminal Procedure, as appropriate. An 
appeal may be lodged with the Supreme Court against a ruling by a judge under the first 
sentence of this paragraph; such appeals shall be treated in accordance with the rules of 
Chapter XXX of the Act on Criminal Procedure, as appropriate. The lodging of an 
appeal shall not defer the implementation of the ruling. Following the issue of an 
indictment, the judge shall disqualify himself from the case if he has previously 
delivered a ruling concerning the person indicted in the case in accordance with the first 
sentence of this paragraph.
     If the person violates the terms of conditional release in some other manner, the 
Prison and Probation Administration may decide to change the terms and lengthen the 
conditional and/or supervision period to the maximum provided for in law, or that the 
person is to serve the remainder of his sentence.
If a decision is not taken to the effect that a person is to serve the balance of his sentence 
in accordance with the first three paragraphs of this Article, then he shall be regarded as 
having completed the service of his sentence at the time when he was granted release on 
probation.
     If it is decided that the person is to serve the remaining balance of his prison sentence 
in accordance with the second and third paragraphs, he may be granted conditional 
release again, even though the terms of the first and second paragraphs of Article 81 are 
not met. In this case, the provisions of Article 81 shall apply regarding the conditional 
release period, but in that case, the time of conditional release that the person has 
previously been granted shall be deduced.
     If a person who has served part of prison sentence is granted a conditional pardon, 
then he may be required to observe the provisions of the first four paragraphs of Article 
81. Violations of the terms of conditional pardon shall be subject to the first paragraph.
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CHAPTER IX
Suspended sentences, pardon etc.

Article 83
Supervision.

     When it is instructed that supervision is to be maintained of persons whose 
prosecution proceedings have been deferred, who have been given suspended sentences 
or who have been pardoned, the Prison and Probation Administration shall exercise 
supervision or entrust it to another party.
     When the condition has been imposed that a person be confined in a treatment centre 
according to the provisions of the Criminal Code, the Prison and Probation 
Administration may lift this condition, partially or entirely; this may be done, for 
example, in response to the recommendation of the director of the centre.

Article 84
Giving information.

     The Prison and Probation Administration shall explain to the person under 
supervision what this entails. The person under supervision shall give the Prison and 
Probation Administration information regarding his personal circumstances, and shall be 
obliged to comply with the instructions and requirements laid down by the Prison and 
Probation Administration.

Article 85
Special conditions.

     Where a person has been subjected to the condition that he may not consume alcohol 
or addictive or narcotic drugs, the Prison and Probation Administration may demand that 
he undergo a breath or blood and urine test if there are grounds for suspecting that he has 
violated this condition.

Article 86
Violation of conditions.

     If the Prison and Probation Administration considers that a person under supervision 
has violated the conditions he was required to observe under the terms of a judgement or 
the deferment of prosecution, it shall inform the police and the prosecution authorities.
Supervision by the Prison and Probation Administration to ensure observation by a 
sentenced person of special conditions under the terms of a judgement or the deferment 
of prosecution shall end when the police investigation of his alleged violation of the 
conditions begins. If the police drop the investigation, then supervision by the Prison 
and Probation Administration under this Article shall recommence.
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CHAPTER X
Execution of fines, collection of legal costs and confiscation.

Article 87
Collection of fines.

     Commissioners of police shall collect fines determined by the courts or executive 
authorities, unless other arrangements are stated in the announcement of the fine. 
Nevertheless, the Minister may decide that the collection of fines and legal costs is to be 
handled by one commissioner of police or another party on a nationwide basis.
     Permission may be granted to pay fines and legal costs in instalments. However, 
deferment of payment by more than one year from the time that a fine becomes due for 
collection may not be granted. Longer periods may be granted if special circumstances 
apply.
     If a fine has neither been paid by the due date, nor an agreement made about its 
payment, the fine shall be collected without delay, according to Chapter XI.
     Except by special provision in law, payment of a fine from an accused person’s estate 
at death, or the collection of a fine from anyone other than the accused person is not 
permitted. However, a collateral which has been given for a claim of a fine may be 
collected with the seizure of property, even though the collateralised property in 
question has undergone change of ownership in the meantime.
     An accused person who has been fined may not demand the reimbursement of the 
fine, or compensation to cover the payment of the fine, from other parties.

Article 88
Surrogate punishment.

     If the collection agent considers that measures to collect a fine are pointless, or have 
been exhausted, he shall decide on the imposition of a surrogate punishment. After 
consultation with the Prison and Probation Administration, a notice shall be sent to the 
person on whom the fine was imposed, informing him of the surrogate punishment that 
was conditional at the notification of the charge according to Article 156 of Act no. 
88/2008 on Criminal Procedure and with at least four weeks’ notice. If the fined person 
does not present himself at the appointed time to serve the sentence, the Prison and 
Probation Administration shall entrust the police with arresting him and conveying him 
to prison.
     If a fine has been paid in part, the collection agent shall determine a corresponding 
shortening of the period to be served in prison but still in such a way that the prison 
period shall not be shorter than two days, and a fine corresponding to a fraction of a day 
in prison shall be replaced by serving a whole day in prison.
     If the person on whom the fine was imposed is serving a surrogate sentence 
according to more than one judgment, penalty provision, a signed fine summons or a 
police commissioner’s fine, the completion thereof shall then commence at the 
beginning of the service time.

Article 89
Imposition of surrogate punishment in the form of community service.

     If it proves impossible to collect a fine of ISK 100,000 or more and a commissioner 
of police decides that the person involved is to serve a surrogate punishment, then, if this 
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is not opposed to the public interest, the surrogate punishment may be imposed in the 
form of unpaid community service of at least 40 hours but 480 hours as a maximum.
     The provisions of the third paragraph of Article 38 shall apply concerning the 
duration of surrogate punishment imposed in the form of community service.
     If an applicant has received five or more fines for comparable offences, he shall not 
normally be allowed to do community service.
     The execution of surrogate punishment with community service begins when he 
sentenced person agrees to the terms of the community service.

Article 90
Applications for community service.

     The provisions of Chapter II on community service shall apply when surrogate 
punishment under this Chapter is imposed in the form of community service, with the 
exception that instead of the requirement that applications to do community service be 
sent to the Prison and Probation Administration, the person on whom the fine is imposed 
shall send such an application in writing to the commissioner of police not later than 
seven days after receiving the announcement regarding the way in which it is intended 
that he serve the surrogate punishment
     When a commissioner of police receives an application for the service of surrogate 
punishment in the form of community service, he shall forward it to the Prison and 
Probation Administration, together with the documents in the case, and his comments, 
for a decision.

Article 91
Collection of legal costs.

     Collection of legal costs is subject to the first to third paragraphs of Article 87.
     Waiving of legal costs is subject to the second paragraph of Article 221 of the Act no 
Criminal Procedure no.88/2008.

Article 92
Confiscation of property.

     Commissioners of police shall carry out the confiscation of property.
     When confiscated property is in the keeping of the police, the commissioner of police 
shall dispose of it if it can be expected that it will be worth more than the cost involved 
in selling it. The provision of law on forced sale may be applied to gain some value from 
confiscated items at the request of the commissioner of police. Otherwise, confiscated 
property is to be destroyed.

CHAPTER XI
Collection measures.

Article 93
Collection, enforcement etc.

     An unpaid fine or legal cost may be collected as well as the remainder of such claims 
with enforcement by law according to the Act on Enforcement.
     As well as gaining access to the registries of property, ships and motor vehicles due 
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to an examination of assets, the collecting agent may investigate assets which are kept in 
banks, savings banks and other financial institutions, including deposits. Professional 
confidentiality does not limit access to information according to this provision and a 
financial undertaking is obliged to inform a collecting agent free of charge about the 
asset position of its customers at the institution on the basis of a request thereon.

Article 94
Evasion of assets

     If a convicted person has disposed of his financial assets in the last six months prior 
to the offence date or from the offence date until the investigation commences, or 
engaged in business transactions which deviate considerably form what is held to be 
common practice and this financial position may be considered worse due to this, the 
collection agent may enforce access to valuables which would be in the possession of 
the convicted person if these actions had not been carried out.
     If it is clear that a convicted person retains sufficient assets to cover the payment of 
his obligations the permission according to the first paragraph shall not be resorted to 
against him or his contracting parties.

CHAPTER XII
Procedure and appeals.

Article 95
Appeal channels and access to materials.

     An appeal against decisions according to this Act may be lodged with the Ministry, 
unless otherwise specified.
     Prisoners shall not have the right of access to case materials containing information 
about other prisoners or matters concerning the security of the prison in question.
     Materials and information may be withheld from the prisoner if this is considered 
necessary for the security of the prison, the victim of the offence, witnesses or others 
connected with the prisoner's case, other prisoners, the investigation of a criminal case 
or other special reasons.

CHAPTER XIII
Miscellaneous provisions.

Article 96
Remand prisoners.

     The provisions of Chapters VI and VII shall also apply to remand prisoners.
     As appropriate, the provisions of Chapters III, IV and V may also apply to remand 
prisoners, providing that other arrangements are not provided for under the restrictions 
to which remand prisoners are subject under the Code of Criminal Procedure. However, 
remand prisoners are not obliged to work in prison.
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Article 97
Processing of personal data.

     The processing of personal data concerning prisoners at the Prison and Probation 
Administration and in the prisons, including data that may be regarded as sensitive, shall 
be permitted to the extent that such processing is considered necessary for the operations 
of the institution concerned. The handling of personal data under this Article shall be 
subject to the Act on the Protection of Privacy as regards the Processing of Personal 
Data. The Prison and Probation Administration may also keep records on judgments 
where the sentenced person is considered unfit for trial.

Article 98
Regulation permissions

     The Minister of Justice shall issue regulations on the more detailed implementation 
of this Act, including rules on the Prison and Probation Administration and its role, e g. 
as regards the processing of personal data at the administration and in the prisons. 
Provisions may be made in the regulations on the work and studies of prisoners, the 
payment and amount of wages paid for work and studying, leave to spend time outside 
prison and interviews in the media with prisoners and prisoners’ spokespersons, the 
prison warders’ school, background checks and their security level.
     In addition, the Minister may make further provisions in regulations on other matters 
concerning the implementation of the provisions on prisoners’ rights and obligations, 
facilities for isolation and its application, disciplinary measures, the seizure and 
confiscation of items and the granting of release on probation, including how the 
conditions for release on probation are to be applied.
     The Prison and Probation Administration shall issue prison rules and rules on serving 
sentences outside prisons.
     The rules governing the security of prisons and prison warders may not be made 
public.

Article 99
Penalty provisions.

     Any person who smuggles, or attempts to smuggle addictive and narcotic substances, 
prescription drugs, alcohol, weapons or dangerous substances, computer equipment, 
telephone equipment, other communication and multimedia equipment, tools or other 
substances which are prohibited to have in prison shall be subject to fines or up to six 
months’ imprisonment. Gross or repeated violations shall be subject to up to two years’ 
imprisonment. Gross violations include violations in connection with organised criminal 
activities or if they would have seriously endangered the safety of the staff or prison.
     Attempts at violations or complicity therein according to the first paragraph are 
subject to punishment according to Chapter III of the General Criminal Code.

Article 100
Entry into force.

     This Act becomes enters into force forthwith. At the same time, the Prison and 
Imprisonment Act, 49/2005, with later amendments becomes ineffective.
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Article 101
Amendments in other laws.

     The following amendment to the Act on Criminal Procedure no. 88/2008 shall 
become effective when this Act enters into force. The second paragraph of Article 151 
of the Act shall read as follows:
     The execution of a fine determined by the police according to the first paragraph of 
Article 148 and s decision according to the first paragraph of Article 149 shall be in 
accordance with the Act on the Execution of Sentences.

Ad interim provisions.
I.

     The provision in item 2 of the first paragraph of Article 7 on the university education 
of prison directors becomes effective when a new director is appointed to the position of 
a director of a prison.

II.
     The Minister shall form a work group to review the arrangement of electronic 
surveillance in the execution of sentences. The work group shall analyse what effects it 
may have on the performance of the execution of sentences according to the laws in 
force that a prisoner gets the opportunity to be under electronic surveillance instead of 
serving his sentence in prison, if he is sentenced to prison for a short period, with regard 
to the deterrent effect of punishment, reform and lower return rate. The work group shall 
submit a report on the subject along with a draft proposal of a bill of law no later than 1 
June 2016.

III.
     The Minister shall form a work group to review the measures of the authorities for 
the collection of fines and legal costs with the aim of increasing the collection ratio. he 
work group shall submit a report on the subject along with a draft proposal of a bill of 
law no later than 1 October 2016.

Passed by Althing on 16 March 2016.
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Translated from Icelandic by:
Ellen Ingvadóttir
Court Interpreter and Authorized Translator, EU-ACI

No 98/2021                                                                                                                   25 June 2021

ACT amending Act no. 15/2016 on the Execution of 
Sentences (community service and conditional release)

THE PRESIDENT OF ICELAND
makes known: Althingi has accepted this act and I confirm it with my consent.

Article 1
Two new provisional clauses are added to the act, reading as follows:

a. (IV)

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 37, para 1, item 1, a sentence may be 
served with unpaid community service, not less then 40 hours and not more than 
90 hours, in instances when a person has been sentenced to up to 24 months of 
unsuspended imprisonment and public interests do not oppose this. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 37, para 2, in instances of a part of a 
sentence of imprisonment being suspended that the unsuspended part of the 
sentence of imprisonment may be served with community service even though 
the total penalty according to the sentence is longer than 24 months.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 37, para 3, serving a sentence of 
imprisonment consisting of more than one sentence, with community service, 
however, the total penalty may not be longer than 24  months.

This provision applies to all sentences rendered before the entry-into-force of this 
act and are already with the Prison and Probation Administration for serving, as 
well as to all sentences received by the institution before 1 July 2024.

This provision becomes invalid as of 1 July 2024.

b. (V)

If the penalty of a prisoner is an up to 90 days unsuspended sentence the prisoner 
may be allowed probation five (5) days before such probation would otherwise 
be granted. If the penalty of a prisoner is longer than a 90 days unsuspended 
sentence granting a prisoner probation ten (10) days before probation would 
otherwise be granted. 
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This provision applies to all sentences that have been rendered prior to the entry-
into-force of this act and are already with the Prison and Probation 
Administration for serving, as well as to all judgments received by the institution 
before 1 July 2024.

This provision becomes invalid as of 1 July 2024.

Article 2
This act enters into force immediately.

Vestmannaeyjar, 25 June 2021.

Guðni Th. Jóhannesson

           Áslaug Arna Sigurbjörnsdóttir
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Translated from Icelandic by:
Ellen Ingvadóttir
Court Interpreter and Authorized Translator, EU-ACI

No. 240 14 February 2018

Regulation on the Execution of Sentences
Art. 1

Role of the Prison and Probation Administration
The role of the Prison and Probation Administration is as follows:

1 Supervising the execution of penal sentences. The Prison and Probation 
Administration forwards sentences of fines to the chief of police for 
execution, as well as the legal costs for collection.

2 Supervising the monitoring of those whose indictment has been postponed, 
who have received suspended sentences and have been subject to 
surveillance, have been released on probation, pardoned or allowed 
postponement of serving a sentence.

3 Supervising prisons providing specialized service as stipulated by law and 
other regulations.

4 Supervising other projects in accordance with the provisions of the Execution 
of Sentences Act and the regulations set on grounds of said Act, as well as 
supervising statistical data regarding the Prison and Probation 
Administration’s sphere of responsibility, and thereby enhancing research in 
the field of prison affairs.

Art. 2
Prison divisions

Prisons may be divided into wards, for example remand-custody ward, security ward 
and treatment ward.  

Art. 3
Prison’s security ward

Prisoners who have committed serious or repeated disciplinary violations and are 
deemed to jeopardize the safety of the prison may be placed in a security ward, or if they 
cannot be placed with other prisoners due to their conduct. 

Art. 4
Decision on placement in a security ward

The director of the relevant prison decides when a prisoner shall be placed in a security 
ward, cf. Art. 21, para 5, of the Execution of Sentences Act no. 15/2006. Such a decision 
shall be argued in writing and shall be recorded. Placement in a security ward may not 
be determined to last for more than three months at a time.
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Art. 5
Right and duties of prisoners in a security ward

 If a prisoner who is placed in a security ward carries out work or engages in study, such 
activity shall generally take place there. Outdoor and leisure activities of prisoners in a 
security ward shall generally take place at another time than the outdoor and leisure 
activities of other prisoners. Interaction with prisoners outside a security ward is not 
permissible except subject to special consent by the prison director. Such interaction 
shall generally take place by means of correspondence.

In other respects the rights and duties of a prisoner who is placed in a security ward shall 
be as provided for by the Execution of Sentences Act, and the regulations and rules set 
on grounds of said Act.

Art. 6
Supervision by health personnel of a prisoner in a security ward

A medical doctor shall be informed when a prisoner is placed in a security ward. The 
medical doctor or other health personnel, for example, a psychologist or a registered 
nurse, shall regularly monitor the prisoner.

Art. 7
Treatment plan 

The Prison and Probation Administration shall collaborate with prisoners in preparing a 
treatment plan for the prisoner if this is deemed as necessary in the opinion of specialists 
of the Prison and Probation Administration. 

The schedule shall state, among other things, the need for therapy, including the needs 
for psychological, social and other support. Work shall commence according to this 
schedule with prisoners under the supervision of skilled and trained personnel.

The goal of the therapy schedule is to enable the prisoner to find footing in the society 
after finishing serving his sentence; that he may seek assistance, have a permanent place 
of stay, and has good contact with family and/or friends.

Art. 8
Work in prison

Meal breaks are not considered as working hours.
When a prisoner for religious reasons is unable to work on a certain day of the week, 
consideration shall be shown to the extent possible. In such an instance the director of 
the prison may decide that the prisoner meets his work duties in a different manner.
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Art. 9
Arrangement of visits

A prisoner is authorized to receive visitors for as long as two hours each time. The 
director of the prison may decide a longer visit period, both generally and in individual 
circumstances. Visits by friends at a closed prison shall generally take place without 
physical contact during the first two instances, i.e. the visit shall take place at the glass 
visitor facility of the prison if such exists. If such a facility does not exist, the visit shall 
generally be supervised by prison guards.

Art. 10
Supervision of visits

At the beginning of serving a sentence, the prisoner shall inform prison personnel of the 
identity of his nearest relatives. The prisoner shall submit his request for their visits to 
prison personnel. 

A prisoner wishing to receive visitors other than those mentioned at the beginning shall 
generally state this two weeks in advance. Upon arrival at the prison the visitor shall 
submit a valid personal ID. The shift-supervisor is authorized to grant an exemption 
from this if such is clearly unnecessary. 

Art. 11
Regular visits

The director of a prison may allow regular visits by specific individuals to one or more 
prisoners without this reducing a prisoner’s right to regular visits. Such visits may take 
place outside of the regular visiting hours.

Art. 12
Supervised visits

When a visit takes place under the supervision of a prison guard the condition may be 
set that the conversation takes place in a language which the guard understands, if this is 
deemed as necessary to maintain good order and security in the prison or to prevent 
culpable conduct. The assistance of an interpreter may be requested if this is considered 
necessary.

Art. 13
Further rules on the arrangement of visits

The director of a prison may set further rules in other respects regarding the arrangement 
of visits, for example, regarding the visiting hour and which items a visitor may bring 
with him. The visitor of a prisoner shall be informed of the rules that prevail regarding 
visits.

Art. 14
Seizure of letter

If a letter is seized the sender shall be notified about such seizure unless pressing 
circumstances prevent this.
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Art. 15
Public institutions

Public institutions cf. Art. 49, para 4, and Art. 50, para 2, of the Execution of Sentences 
Act, are as follows in addition to the Icelandic public institutions:

1 European Court of Human Rights
2 United Nations Human Rights Committee
3 United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 

Degrading Treatment or Punishment (OPCAT)
4 European Convention for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or 

Degrading Treatment or Punishment
5 Diplomats or consuls if a prisoner is a citizen of the relevant state.

Art. 16
Access to news media

A written request for interviewing a prisoner by the news media shall be sent to the 
Prison and Probation Administration. The request shall state who would be interviewed, 
the content of the interview in main terms, and whether taking pictures or sound 
recording is requested. When considering whether an interview will be granted, the 
Prison and Probation Administration shall in particular take into account the conduct of 
a prisoner serving a sentence. An interview will not be granted if it is deemed that this 
opposes public interests or the interests of a victim.

In the instance of a remand prisoner, the officer in charge of the investigation of the 
relevant case shall, subject to collaboration with the Prison and Probation 
Administration, determine whether an interview will be granted, in accordance with Art. 
99, para 1, item e, of Act no. 88/2008 on Criminal Procedure with subsequent 
amendments. 

If an interview is authorized, the authorization shall specify the arrangement of the 
interview, including supervision of the interview, and that the Prison and Probation 
Administration will be authorized to examine the interview or pictures in their final 
version prior to publication or posting, in order to verify whether the conditions for the 
interview or pictures were met, to ensure that the interview is deemed as neither 
opposing public interests nor the interests of a victim. 

Direct broadcasting of an interview is prohibited. Identifying or addressing the personal 
affairs of other prisoners than the interviewed prisoner is not permitted. Photographing 
other prisoners than the one being interviewed is prohibited except with their consent. 
The director of the prison decides where photographing takes place.

Art. 17
Regular daily leaves

 A prisoner shall be paid remuneration or a daily allowance during such time he is 
outside of prison because of leave of absence, unless he has breached the conditions of 
his leave or in other respects breached or abused the applicable rules in other respects.
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Art. 18
Denial of leave of absence or its cancellation

  If a leave to spend time outside the prison has been denied on grounds of it being 
deemed that the prisoner would abuse the leave, or it has been cancelled, there shall be a 
stipulation as to when such a decision might come up for review.

Art. 19
Notification to municipalities on the completion of service of sentence

If needed, the Prison and Probation Administration will notify the social services of the 
municipality where a prisoner is domiciled of his completion of serving his sentence.

Such a notification shall generally not be dispatched later than two months before the 
estimated final day of service of sentence.

Art. 20
Remand prisoners

If possible, an investigator shall inform the personnel of the relevant prison in due 
course about an arriving remand prisoner.

When a prisoner arrives for remand custody a prison´s employee shall be given a 
confirmed copy of the ruling or a statement by a judge regarding the ruling. 
Furthermore, a form for the custody shall be submitted, issued by the person in charge of 
the investigation, stating the name, ID number and address of the prisoner, where and 
when the ruling was rendered, its duration, the name of the prisoner’s defense counsel 
and his telephone number.  
The form shall furthermore state the arrangements of the remand.

Art. 21
Beginning of remand custody

When an employee of a prison has verified that a prisoner shall be placed in remand 
custody, the prisoner shall submit his personal items and will undergo physical search. 
Prior to a remand prisoner being brought to his cell, he may be permitted to take a bath 
or shower.

Art. 22
Meals of remand prisoners

A remand prisoner shall be provided with meals at regular meal times. The prison 
director may restrict or prohibit meals being sent to the prisoner if this is deemed as 
causing a risk of disruption of good order and security within the prison. The prison does 
not pay meals which a remand prisoner obtains or receives especially unless this is done 
at the advice of a prison medical doctor.
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Art. 23
Short-term leave of remand prisoners

In the instance of a remand prisoner being granted short-term leave, cf. Chapter V of the 
Execution of Sentences Act, a written consent by the person in charge of the 
investigation must be provided.

A remand prisoner who has been granted a short-term leave shall always be 
accompanied by police officers or prison guards.

Art. 24
Processing personal data

The Director General of the Prison and Probation Administration and the prison 
directors are responsible for security in the processing of personal information and its 
handling conforming to rules and standards as set by the Icelandic Data Protection 
Authority for ensuring the security of data. Furthermore, they are responsible for the 
protection of data being solid. In order to satisfy these requirements, a security 
assessment and systematic security measures shall be taken.

The Director General of the Prison and Probation Administration and the prison 
directors shall implement and organize continual internal supervision of the processing 
of personal data.  Such supervision shall be aimed at ensuring the reliability of 
information and prevent unauthorized access, changes or disclosure of information.

The processing of personal data shall be restricted to information that is necessary in 
respect of work relating to the execution of sentences and utilizing such information in 
other ways is prohibited. To the extent possible, processing personal data shall be 
subject to verified information. Information shall be delated when no longer needed.

Access by the personnel of the Prison and Probation Administration shall not be more 
complete than necessary with regard to their projects.

Art. 25
Background checks

Before a person is appointed, installed temporarily or hired for work at the Prison and 
Probation Administration or in state prisons, he shall, upon his approval, undergo an 
investigation which involves obtaining information from records and information 
systems indicated in Art. 10, para 2, of the Execution of Sentences Act no. 15/2016, as 
part of an evaluation as to whether this party shall be given access to state prisons and 
access to information on the implementation of prison work and about prisoners. 

Such background check involves, among other things, inspection and verification as 
follows:

A. Identity of the relevant person, for example, by means of a valid passport.
B. Home or residence of the relevant person five years prior.
C. The record of the relevant person five years prior.
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D. Whether there exists a risk of the relevant person working at the Prison 
and Probation Administration or in state prisons.

The inspection shall be repeated regularly and not less than every five years, cf. Art. 10, 
para 1, of the Execution of Sentences Act no. 15/2016. 

The Prison and Probation Administration is authorized, as appropriate and with the 
assistance of the National Commissioner of the Police, to initiate random checks of 
those who have passed the background checks while the relevant person is working with 
the Prison and Probation Administration and in state prisons. The Prison and Probation 
Administration is furthermore authorized to monitor the registration of background-
checked data about individuals in police records for as long as they are working and 
their access authorizations are in effect. Background checks in police records shall be 
ceased if an individual stops working.

If data are submitted that are not deemed as sufficient for evaluating the relevant person 
and he has not responded to repeated requests for further data or information, the Prison 
and Probation Administration may reject his application.

Art. 26
Information obtained from the information system of Interpol or other foreign 

authorities regarding background checks
The Prison and Probation Administration shall send a request for obtaining information, 
cf. Art. 10, para 2, item e, of the Execution of Sentences Act no. 15/2016, to the office of 
the National Commissioner of the Police in order to facilitate a background check of an 
individual in accordance with this provision of law.

If the relevant person has resided abroad over the last five years prior or is a foreign 
national, data shall be obtained from that state. In such instances the Prison and 
Probation Administration may require the relevant person to submit his criminal record 
certificate issued by the appropriate state and the certificate shall be dated inside of three 
months from the date of the application.

Art. 27
Evaluation of criminal record  following background checks

When determining whether to appoint, temporarily install or hire an applicant to work at 
the Prison and Probation Administration or in state prisons, a special examination shall 
be made as to whether the applicant has a criminal record. Emphasis shall be on 
information from registers and information systems, cf. Art. 10, para 2, of the Execution 
of Sentences Act.  

If an individual, in Iceland or abroad, has been sentenced for violations of the General 
Penal Code, the Narcotics Act or the Weapons Act he/she shall generally be denied 
employment. If an individual, in Iceland or abroad, has been fined for violations of the 
aforementioned laws and/or has unfinished cases in the judicial system where he is 
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suspected or accused of culpable conduct pertaining to violations of said laws, or has 
breached other laws, he may be denied employment.

If the background check reveals that the police have repeatedly had to intercept an 
individual because of his alleged offences, the Prison and Probation Administration may 
decide to deny him employment with the administration or at the state prisons.

Art. 28
Requirements for electronic surveillance

If the Prison and Probation Administration deems a prisoner suitable to utilize the 
measures cf. Art. 31, para 1, of the Execution of Sentences Act no. 15/2016, however, an 
institution or a home deems him unsuited, the Prison and Probation Administration may 
nevertheless allow the prisoner to complete serving his sentence, cf. the Act’s Art. 33 
provided he meets the other conditions for doing so.

Art. 29
Entry into force

This Regulation as set in accordance with an authorization in Art. 98 of the Execution of 
Sentences Act no. 15/206, enters into force forthwith. 

At the same time Regulation no. 961, 8 November 2005, on the Execution of Sentences, 
with subsequent amendments, becomes ineffective.

The Ministry of Justice, 14 February 2018

Sigrídur Á. Andersen

Haukur Gudmundsson

Section B – date of issue: 2 March 2018
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Nr. 533                                                                                                            21. maí 2015 

Reglugerð um afplánun sakhæfra barna 

I. KAFLI

Almenn ákvæði og gildissvið.

1. gr.

Gildissvið.

Reglugerð þessi gildir um fullnustu óskilorðsbundinna fangelsisdóma sakhæfra barna á 
aldrinum 15-18 ára þegar þau eru vistuð á heimili á vegum barnaverndaryfirvalda.

Reglugerð þessi gildir eftir því sem við á einnig um fullnustu óskilorðsbundinna fangelsisdóma 
barna á aldrinum 15-18 ára í fangelsi á vegum Fangelsismálastofnunar ríkisins.

Reglugerðin gildir einnig þegar um er að ræða börn á aldrinum 15-18 ára sem úrskurðuð hafa 
verið í gæsluvarðhald en slík vistun skal framkvæmd í samráði við rannsóknaraðila máls.

2. gr.

Skýringar.

Með barni er í reglugerð þessari átt við einstakling á aldrinum 15-18 ára sem er hæft að lögum 
til að bera refsiábyrgð.

Með heimili barnaverndaryfirvalda er í reglugerð þessari átt við sérhæft meðferðarheimili sem 
rekið er á ábyrgð Barnaverndarstofu.

Með sérstökum ástæðum er í reglugerð þessari átt við ástæður er lúta að hagsmunum barns-
ins.

II. KAFLI

Fullnusta óskilorðsbundinna fangelsisrefsinga.

3. gr.

Almennt.

Fangelsismálastofnun ríkisins tekur við refsidómum barna til fullnustu frá ríkissaksóknara. 
Barnaverndarstofu er skylt að hafa tiltækt sérhæft meðferðarúrræði sem getur veitt börnum 
skv. reglugerð þessari, sem hlotið hafa refsidóma, fullnægjandi meðferð á sama tíma og 
tryggt er öryggi þeirra og annarra vistmanna á heimilinu.

Barnaverndarstofu skal þá þegar tilkynnt um framkominn refsidóm. Fangelsismálastofnun 
tekur ákvörðun um upphaf afplánunar í samráði við Barnaverndarstofu.
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Barnið er á ábyrgð barnaverndaryfirvalda meðan það dvelur á heimili á vegum Barnaverndar-
stofu.

4. gr.

Vistun í fangelsi.

Nú er það mat fagaðila að það sé barninu fyrir bestu að það sé vistað í fangelsi með vísan til 
sérstakra ástæðna er lúta að því í samræmi við samning Sameinuðu þjóðanna um réttindi 
barnsins og skal barnið þá vistað í fangelsi. Um vistun þess í fangelsi gilda almennar reglur.

Leitast skal við að vista barn í opnu fangelsi. Það skal njóta forgangs til meðferðar af hálfu 
fangelsisyfirvalda. Fangelsimálastofnun upplýsir barnaverndarnefnd sem fer með málefni 
barnsins um afplánun barnsins í fangelsi. Barnaverndarnefnd fylgist með líðan barnsins 
meðan á afplánun stendur.

III. KAFLI

Vistun á vegum Barnaverndarstofu.

5. gr.

Meðferð.

Barnaverndarstofa ákveður meðferðarstað fyrir barnið á grundvelli sérstaks mats þar sem 
meðal annars skal líta til meðferðarþarfar, öryggissjónarmiða, lengdar og eðlis refsingarinnar.

Nú er barn í afplánun óskilorðsbundinnar fangelsisrefsingar hjá Barnaverndarstofu og skal 
það þá njóta sömu meðferðar og aðrir vistmenn sem á heimilinu dvelja. Ávallt skal vera í gildi 
sérstök áætlun um meðferð þess á meðan afplánun stendur sem meðferðarheimili setur í 
samvinnu við þá barnaverndarnefnd sem fer með mál barnsins og skal hún endurskoðuð eftir 
þörfum þess hverju sinni og stöðu þess í meðferð.

6. gr.

Vistun í afmörkuðum hluta meðferðarheimilis.

Nú sýnir barn í afplánun ógnandi hegðun eða er talið hættulegt sjálfu sér eða öðrum, hefur 
verulega truflandi áhrif á meðferð annarra vistmanna á heimilinu eða aðrar þarfir barnsins 
krefjast þess, og skal þá meðferðarheimilið leitast við að vista það á öðrum stað en aðra 
vistmenn á heimilinu, hafi önnur vægari úrræði samkvæmt þeim reglum sem gilda um 
starfsemi meðferðarheimila ekki komið að gagni.

Vistun í afmörkuðum hluta meðferðarheimilis kemur eingöngu til álita á grundvelli mats 
sérfræðings sem unnið er samkvæmt skilgreindu matstæki frá Barnaverndarstofu og skal 
aldrei standa lengur en nauðsyn krefur. Á meðan þeirri vistun stendur skal fara fram símat á 
þörf fyrir vistun afsíðis á grundvelli ástands barnsins og áhættuþátta auk getu og vilja barns 
til að taka þátt í almennu meðferðarstarfi heimilisins.

Dvöl barns í afmörkuðum hluta heimilisins má ekki vera í refsingarskyni og hefur ekki áhrif á 
önnur réttindi þess, s.s. útivist, umgengni, skólasókn eða vinnu, eða stöðu þess í hvatningar-
kerfi meðferðarheimilisins.
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Barnaverndarstofu skal án tafar tilkynnt um ákvörðun um að vista barn í afmörkuðum hluta 
meðferðarheimilis og hvaða ástæður liggja að baki þeirri ákvörðun.

7. gr.

Almennar reglur.

Um vistun barns á meðferðarheimili gilda sömu reglur og almennt gilda um vistun annarra 
barna á meðferðarheimilum undir yfirumsjón Barnaverndarstofu, að því leyti sem ekki er 
kveðið á um annað í lögum eða reglugerð þessari.

Um meðferð barna í afplánun á heimili á vegum barnaverndarstofu og þjónustu við þau gilda 
að öðru leyti allar almennar reglur um vistun barna á meðferðarheimilum, samkvæmt 
barnaverndarlögum, reglugerðum og reglum settum samkvæmt þeim. Um ágreining sem upp 
kann að koma um inntak meðferðar eða aðra slíka þætti meðan vistun varir fer samkvæmt 
barnaverndarlögum.

8. gr.

Strok.

Strjúki barn af heimili Barnaverndarstofu skal það tilkynnt Fangelsismálastofnun ríkisins. Í 
tilkynningu til fangelsismálastofnunar skal koma fram hver strauk, hvenær, auk almennrar 
lýsingar á fatnaði barns.

Fangelsismálastofnun hefur samband við lögreglu og gefur út handtökuskipun á barnið.

Lögreglan skal færa barnið að nýju til heimilis á vegum Barnverndarstofu.

IV. KAFLI

Ýmis ákvæði.

9. gr.

Reynslulausn.

Fangelsismálastofnun tekur ákvörðun um reynslulausn barns í samráði við Barnaverndar-
stofu. Um reynslulausn gilda almennar reglur laga um fullnustu refsinga.

10. gr.

Lok vistunar hjá Barnaverndarstofu.

Nú verður barn 18 ára gamalt meðan það er í vistun á heimili á vegum Barnaverndarstofu án 
þess að afplánun sé lokið og skal þá bjóða því áframhaldandi afplánun á heimili Barna-
verndarstofu ellegar verður það flutt í fangelsi ríkisins. Einstaklingur getur þó ekki afplánað í 
úrræði á vegum Barnaverndarstofu lengur en til tvítugs.

Nú lýkur fullnustu refsingar áður en barn verður 18 ára og skal þá barnaverndarnefnd sem fer 
með mál barnsins meta í samráði við Barnaverndarstofu og meðferðarheimilið sem barnið er 
vistað á hvort rétt sé að vista það áfram á grundvelli barnaverndarlaga.
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12. gr.

Eftirlit Barnaverndarstofu.

Um starfsemi meðferðarheimilisins gilda ákvæði barnaverndarlaga hvað varðar starfsemi 
heimilisins og þær kröfur sem gerðar eru til starfseminnar.

Barnaverndarstofa skal hafa sama eftirlit með afplánun barns á meðferðarheimili á vegum 
stofnunarinnar og með öðrum börnum sem eru í meðferð á slíku heimili.

Reglur Barnaverndarstofu gilda um eftirlit með starfsemi heimila og meðferð mála sem kunna 
að koma upp, þar á meðal vegna kvartana vistmanna sem dveljast á heimilinu.

13. gr.

Þjálfun starfsmanna.

Starfsmenn meðferðarheimilis, sem sinnir verkefnum samkvæmt reglugerð þessari, skulu 
hafa hlotið sérstaka grunnþjálfun áður en börn hefja afplánun á meðferðarheimilinu. Einnig 
skal stefnt að því að einn starfsmaður meðferðarheimilisins hafi lokið grunnnámi í fangavarða-
skólanum. Rekstraraðilar meðferðarheimilisins skulu að sama skapi leggja sig fram um að 
veita starfsmönnun tækifæri til að efla þekkingu sína og þjálfun með endurmenntun þar sem 
slíku verður við komið.

14. gr.

Gildistaka.

Reglugerð þessi sem sett er samkvæmt heimild í 4. mgr. 14. gr. og 80. gr. laga um fullnustu 
refsinga nr. 49/2005, sbr. lög nr. 19/2013, öðlast þegar gildi.

Innanríkisráðuneytinu, 21. maí 2015.

Ólöf Nordal.

Ragnhildur Hjaltadóttir.
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Húsreglur í Fangelsinu Hólmsheiði 
 

1. gr. 
Bókasafn 

Fangar geta haft aðgang að bókasafni fangelsisins alla virka daga frá kl. 9:00 til kl. 
12:00 og frá kl. 13:00 til kl. 16:00. Bókasafnið er lokað á sunnudögum.  

Fangi getur sótt um frekari aðgang í tengslum við nám sitt. Forstöðumanni er heimilt 
að rýmka opnunartímann í ákveðnum tilvikum, svo sem á próftímabilum.  
 Útlán eru skráð og fjöldi útlánsbóka hverju sinni er háður samþykki fangavarða. 
Útlánstími getur að hámarki verið einn mánuður nema um annað sé samið.  
 Heimilt er að nota bókasafnið undir aðra starfsemi.  

 
 

2. gr. 
Dagpeningar og þóknun 

Fangi skal fá greidda dagpeninga og/eða þóknun vikulega inn á innistæðukort sitt 
og fær hann greiðslukvittun því til staðfestingar.  
   

3. gr. 
Deildir 

 Fanga er óheimilt að fara inn á aðra deild en þá sem klefi hans er á. 
 Fangar á hverri deild sjá um þrif, matseld og umhirðu á eigin fangadeild. Þrif skulu fara 
fram daglega. 

Varðstjóri velur einn fanga á hverri deild sem deildarformann sem sinna skal 
ákveðnum verkum fyrir deildina, svo sem innkaupum í verslun, eftirliti með þrifum o.fl., 
samkvæmt ákvörðun varðstjóra. Deildarformaður fær greidda þóknun fyrir vinnu sína 
samkvæmt reglugerð um þóknun fyrir vinnu og nám og dagpeninga til fanga nr. 
162/2017.  
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4. gr. 
Heilbrigðisþjónusta 

 Læknir, hjúkrunarfræðingur, sálfræðingur og félagsráðgjafi koma að jafnaði einu 
sinni til tvisvar sinnum í viku í fangelsið. 
 Til að fá viðtal við heilbrigðisstarfsmann þarf fangi að panta tíma hjá fangavörðum 
sem veita jafnframt nánari upplýsingar um tímasetningar.  

5. gr. 
Heimsóknir 

 Heimsóknir í fangelsinu fara fram á eftirtöldum tímum:  

 Þriðjudögum, miðvikudögum, fimmtudögum og sunnudögum:  
   

  Kl. 09:30 – kl. 11:30 
  Kl. 13:30 – kl. 15:30 
   

Fangi skal sækja um heimsókn fyrir kl. 12:00 tveimur dögum fyrir áætlaðan 
heimsóknartíma. Umsóknum skal skilað í póstkassa á fangadeild.  
 Gestir verða að vera komnir í fangelsið innan klukkustundar eftir að 
heimsóknartími hefst. Ef fangi fær fleiri en einn gest í heimsókn skulu heimsóknargestir 
mæta á sama tíma. 
 Fangi má bjóða gestum sínum upp á gos, sælgæti eða annað sem hann kaupir í 
verslun fangelsisins. Gestum er óheimilt að koma með veitingar inn í fangelsið. Fangar 
mega ekki taka með sér neysluvörur til baka inn í fangelsið að heimsókn lokinni. 
 Gestir þurfa að skilja eigur sínar, svo sem farsíma og tölvur, eftir í vörslu 
fangelsisins á meðan heimsókn fer fram. 
 Þegar fangi fer á ný inn á fangadeild að lokinni heimsókn skal hann undirgangast 
leit.    

6. gr. 
Íþróttasalur 

 Aðgangur fanga að íþróttasal er samkvæmt gildandi stundatöflu á hverjum tíma, 
sem hangir uppi á fangadeildum.  
 Karl- og kvenfangar mega ekki vera saman í íþróttasal. 
 Ekki mega vera fleiri en sex fangar í íþróttasal í einu nema með sérstöku leyfi 
forstöðumanns eða varðstjóra.  
  

7. gr. 
Klefar 

 Almennir fangaklefar eru opnaðir kl. 08:00 og þeim lokað kl. 22:00. 
 Fangi má ekki fara inn á klefa hjá öðrum fanga.  
 Fangar eiga að ganga snyrtilega um klefa sína og eru ábyrgir fyrir ástandi þeirra.  
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Fanga er heimilt að hafa á klefa sínum eigin fatnað og snyrtivörur samkvæmt 
reglum sem um það gilda. Ekki er heimilt að hafa meira magn en reglur fangelsisins 
segja til um.  
 Við brottför úr fangelsinu skal fangi ganga snyrtilega frá klefa sínum og taka eigur 
sínar, óhrein rúmföt og rusl. Fangi skal ganga frá óhreinum rúmfötum og rusli á þar til 
gerða staði.
  

8. gr.  
Reykingar 

 Reykingar eru bannaðar innanhúss í öllu fangelsinu. 
 Fangi má ekki nota reyktóbak inni á klefa sínum.  
 Heimilt er að reykja utandyra, þ.e. á reyksvölum, í innigörðum og í útigörðum. 
Einungis er heimilt að nota tóbaksvörur sem fangi kaupir í verslun fangelsisins. Ekki er 
heimilt að nota rafsígarettur „veip“ í fangelsinu. 

Fangar skulu nota stubbahús til að losa sig við sígarettu- eða vindlastubba. 
 Hvers kyns eldfæri eru bönnuð í fangelsinu.  
 Heimilt er að nota ýmsar nikótínvörur, svo sem plástra og tyggjó, sem seldar eru í 
verslun fangelsisins.  

9. gr. 
Samskipti kynja 

 Karl- og kvenfangar eru á aðskildum deildum en þeim er heimilt að taka þátt í 
daglegu starfi saman, svo sem í skóla og vinnu.  
 
 

10. gr. 
Símar 

Símar sem fangar geta hringt úr eru aðgengilegir á hverri deild. Heimilt er að 
nota símana frá kl. 8:00 til kl. 21:30. 
 Símsvari tekur við innhringingum til fanga. Lesið er af símsvara kl. 08:00, 12:00, 
17:00 og 20:00 og skilaboðum komið til viðkomandi fanga.  
 Fangi greiðir fyrir símtöl með símkorti sem hann kaupir í verslun fangelsisins. 
Fangi þarf þó ekki að greiða fyrir símtöl við lögmann sinn, ráðuneyti, Umboðsmann 
Alþingis, Fangelsismálastofnun og sendiráð/ræðismann lands síns en til þess skal hann 
nota síma sem staðsettur er við varðstofu.  
 

 

11. gr. 
Tölvur 

 Forstöðumaður getur heimilað fanga að hafa ónettengjanlega leikjatölvu á klefa 
sínum.  Forstöðumaður getur heimilað fanga, sem stundar nám eða vinnu sem krefst 
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aðgengis að tölvu, að hafa aðgang að nettengdri tölvu, í eigu fangelsisins, í skólastofu 
samkvæmt stundaskrá.  

Forstöðumaður getur heimilað fanga að hafa aðgang að nettengdri tölvu í 
sameiginlegu rými fangelsisins samkvæmt sérstökum reglum Fangelsismálastofnunar.  
 

13. gr.
Útivist

Útivistarsvæði fangelsisins er þrískipt:  

Reyksvalir:    
Opnar alla daga frá kl. 08:00 til kl. 21:30. Forstöðumaður getur takmarkað 
aðgang að reyksvölum að gefnu tilefni. 

Innigarðar (garðar sem eru utandyra en afmarkaðir af veggjum 
fangelsisins):   
 Opnir í a.m.k. eina klukkustund á dag á tíma sem fangar sinna ekki námi og 

vinnu. 

Útigarðar:    
 Opnir í a.m.k. eina klukkustund á dag.  

 
Varðstjóri stýrir opnunartímum í inni- og útigörðum. Ef enginn fangi vill fara í 

útivist skal bóka það.  
  

14. gr. 
Verslun 

 Fangi kaupir vörur úr verslun fangelsisins með því að fylla út pöntunarlista og 
greiðir fyrir þær með sérstöku greiðslukorti sem hann fær við komu í fangelsið. 
 Fangi getur pantað vörur úr verslun tvisvar sinnum í viku á nánar tilgreindum 
dögum og þarf hann að skila pöntunarlista sínum með eins dags fyrirvara til 
deildarformanns.  Í versluninni er hægt að kaupa matvöru og vörur til persónulegra nota.  
 Deildarformaður hefur yfirumsjón með því að koma pöntunarlistum fanga í 
póstkassa á réttum tíma.   
 Vörur eru afhentar föngum á deildum þeirra.  
  

15. gr. 
Vinna í fangelsi 

 Fanga er rétt og skylt að stunda vinnu í fangelsi, svo sem við þrif á sameiginlegum 
rýmum á deildum og göngum, vinnu í sameiginlegu þvottahúsi og við ýmis viðhalds- og 
lóðarverkefni auk annarra verkefna samkvæmt ákvörðun forstöðumanns.  
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16. gr. 
Þvottur 

 Fangi hefur aðgang að þvottaherbergi, með þvottavél og þurrkara, á sinni deild. 
Þvottaherbergi eru opin frá kl. 08:00 til kl. 21:00. Þar skal fangi þvo allan sinn þvott, 
rúmfatnað og annað tau sem er í eigu fangelsisins.  
 Fanga ber að ganga snyrtilega um þvottaherbergið og má hann ekki geyma þar 
eigin muni að óþörfu. Deildarformaður á hverri deild hefur yfirumsjón með 
þvottaherbergi. 
 Rúmfatnaður og annað tau einangrunarfanga, sem er í eigu fangelsisins, er þvegið 
í sameiginlegu þvottaherbergi. Sama gildir þegar fangi yfirgefur fangelsið. 

17. gr. 
Gildistaka 

 Reglur þessar öðlast þegar gildi. Jafnframt falla úr gildi húsreglur í Fangelsinu 
Hólmsheiði, dags. 15. nóvember 2016. 
 
  

Fangelsið Hólmsheiði,  25. september 2018 
 
 
  

Guðmundur Gíslason (sign.) 
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No. 600                   1 June 2016

Prison rules
Articel 1

Work and education
After they begin serving their sentences, prisoners shall work at the tasks assigned to them, 

providing they are considered fit for work in the opinion of a physician and that there is work to be 
done in the prison.  The obligation to work shall apply on all working days, Saturdays excluded. 
Regular studies may replace work.

Article 2
Prisoner´s behaviour

Prisoners are expected to treat prison staff politely and to obey their instructions. Prisoners 
may not obstruct prison warders or other members of the staff in carrying out their duties. Nor 
may they behave in a provocative, impolite or violent manner towards persons who have 
legitimate business in the prison.  Any prisoner who considers he or she has been treated unfairly 
may complain to the prison governor.

Prisoners are expected to show consideration and good manners in their dealings with 
other prisoners.  Any prisoner who considers he or she has been treated unfairly by another 
prisoner may complain to the senior duty officer. 

Prisoners may not incite other prisoners to resist action taken by the prison staff or to violate 
rules that have been set. 

At no time shall prisoners use violence against other prisoners or the staff of the prison. 

Article 3
Domestic habits

Prisoners are expected to keep their cells clean and tidy.  Bedclothes shall be kept in the 
storage closet when not in use.  The same applies to shoes and clothes. Pictures, papers and 
other items may only be put up on the boards provided in the cells. Prisoners shall treat the 
buildings and grounds well and ensure that they do not cause damage to prison property.  In each 
department within the prison, the prisoners shall attend to the cleaning of the common parts of 
the accommodation and ensure that the kitchen, canteen and sitting room in the department are 
tidy at all times. 
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Article 4
Smoking

Smoking is prohibited in all parts of the prison buildings. A director of a prison may allow 
prisoners to smoke in their own prison cells behind closed doors. 

Article 5
Equipment

If the equipment in a prisoners cell is the property of the prison it shall be rented out for 
small fee. If the prisoner does not pay for the equipment he shall not be allowed to use it.

Article 6
Noise

Prisoners are expected to limit noise disturbance from radios, televisions and other sound 
equipment as far as possible.  (It is desirable that they use headphones.) 

Article 7
Telephone usage

Prisoners shall observe ordinary good manners when using the telephone in the prison.  
Improper use of all types is prohibited. “Improper use” here includes, for example, the use of the 
telephone by a prisoner to threaten to use physical violence against individuals or to damage 
property, and saying things intended to frighten those involved.

Article 8
Narcotics, addictive drugs, illegal objects etc.

Prisoners may not acquire, accept or assist other prisoners to gain possession of any item 
that is prohibited in the prison, including narcotic and addictive drugs, alcohol, supplements, tools 
and pharmaceuticals other than those that are prescribed by the prison physician and are to be 
taken at dosage times.  Saving up pharmaceuticals, i.e. pharmaceuticals intended to be taken at 
specific dosage times, for taking at later times, is prohibited

Prisoners are prohibited to have in their possession any objects that will disrupt the peace, 
order or security in the prison.

Prisoners are prohibited to wear clothing that will disrupt the peace, order or security in the 
prison.

Prisoners are prohibited to have in their possession material containing child pornography 
or portraying sexual activities connected with violence, or attempts at such involving persons and 
animals and other materials depicting abnormal sexual acts. 

Items belonging to the common areas used by prisoners, e.g. the sitting room or the 
canteen, may not be taken into the cells.
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Article 9
Escape

Prisoners may not leave the prison area without obtaining the permission of the prison 
authorities, or else accompanied by prison warders.  Any prisoner who attempts to hide within the 
prison area is liable to face the same sort of disciplinary action as would be taken in the event of 
an escape.

Aricle 10
Damage to chattels and property

Prisoners are responsible for any damage that they cause to chattels and property 
belonging to the state, and deductions will be made from their wages or daily allowances to cover 
such damages.

Aricle 11
Rules

Prisoners shall comply in all respects with the legislation and regulations regarding 
Execution of Sentences and also other rules that may be set by the prison authorities.

Aricle 12
Violations of the rules

Violations of the above rules are punishable under Articles 73 and 74 of the Application of 
Sentences Act, No. 15/2016, and may also have an effect on response to their requests for day-
passes and/or probationary releases.  Violation of these rules may also result in a transfer from 
the department.

Aricle 13
Effectiveness

These rules are issued by the Icelandic Prisons and Probation Administration under Article 
98 of the Application of Sentences Act, No. 15/2016, and take effect immediately.  

Icelandic Prisons and Probation Administration, 1 June 2016

Páll E. Winkel (sign.)
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No. 162/2017 9 February 2017

Regulation regarding remuneration to prisoners for 
work and study, and daily allowance

Art. 1

Prisoners serving their sentences in prison shall receive remuneration as follows:

ISK 415 per hour shall be paid for all work carried out by prisoners.
ISK 415 per hour shall be paid for school attendance.
There is a maximum of the number of paid hours per prisoner per week for school attendance, or equaling 
20 hours based on 100% school attendance and progress of study.
The maximum number of hours for prisoners working in cleaning is generally 28 hours. 
The total number of hours for study and other work shall generally not exceed 40 hours per week per 
prisoner.

Deviating from the provisions of item 3 is permissible if a prisoner engages in extensive study; however 
such that the payment for total work and study generally does not exceed 40 hours per week. If the Prison 
and Probation Administration requests or consents to a prisoner‘s work contribution exceeding this 
maximum payment shall be made for this.

Art. 2

Remand custody prisoners working at the prisons shall be paid remuneration for their work as provided 
for above.

Art. 3

If work cannot be arranged for a prisoner or if he is unable to carry out work duty or engage in study 
according to a medical certificate, the prisoner shall be paid a daily allowance for the days he would 
otherwise have worked according to the following tariff:

The amount of prisoners‘ daily allowance, cf. Art. 27 of Act no. 15/2016 on Service of Penalty shall be 
ISK 630 per day. The daily allowance shall only be paid for regular weekdays from Monday through 
Friday.
Art. 4

This regulation, which is set according to an authorization in Art. 98, para 1, and Art. 27, of Act no. 
15/2016 on Service of Penalty, shall enter into force immediately. This furthermore invalidates the tariff 
for prisoners‘ remuneration for work and study, and the amount of daily allowance no. 1160/2016.

Ministry of the Interior, 9 February 2017
Sigríður Á. Andersen

Minister of Justice

Ragnhildur Hjaltadóttir 
Department B – Date issued: 9 February 2017
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Rules on visits in prison
Guideline code of practice

Art. 1
Goals

           The goals of these rules are to ensure that visits in prison are in accordance with the 
Act and the Regulation on Sentence Execution and also to promote good order, peace and 
security in prison and to prevent a punishable act.

Art. 2
Smuggling of medicinal products, habit-forming and/or narcotic substances in prison

In the event a visiting guest is caught smuggling medicinal products or habit-forming or 
narcotic substances into prison, he shall be denied the visit.

In the event a visiting guest is caught smuggling something forbidden to have in prison, 
he shall be denied the visit.

In the event a prisoner applies again for a visit by his spouse or a close relative that has 
been caught smuggling, visiting shall usually be allowed. Such a visit shall generally proceed 
under the supervision of an employee or in the prison's other living quarters or by forbidding 
physical contact between a guest and the prisoner for up to 12 months since the offence 
occurred. 

In the event a prisoner applies again for a visit by someone other than his spouse or a 
close relative who has been caught smuggling, the visit shall usually be denied unless there are 
very special reasons dictating a different course, such as if a long time has passed since the 
offence, and such is deemed advisable, taking into account the purpose of the visit. Such a visit 
shall generally proceed under the supervision of an employee or in the prison's other living 
quarters or by forbidding physical contact between the guest and the prisoner. 

Art. 3
Intoxicated upon arrival

In the event a visiting guest is under the influence of alcohol, medicinal products or 
habit-forming and narcotic substances, the visit shall be denied.

Art. 4
Charged with a serious offence

In the event a visiting guest is charged with a narcotics offence, or an otherwise serious 
offence, special care shall be taken in assessing whether to allow the visit. If such a visit is 
allowed, it shall generally proceed under the supervision of an employee or in the prison's other 
living quarters or by forbidding physical contact between the guest and the prisoner. Deviation 
from this is authorised if a spouse or close relative is involved and provided other circumstances 
do not require otherwise.                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Art. 5
During service of a sentence

In the event a visiting guest is serving a sentence outside prison, such as in a halfway 
house, is in treatment or in community service, the visit shall be denied. This provision may be 
deviated from in the instance of a spouse or a close relative, and provided other circumstances 
do not oppose the visit.
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Art. 6
Summoned for service of a sentence

In the event a visiting guest has been summoned for service of a sentence, such a visit 
shall generally be denied. Deviation from this is authorised if a spouse or close relative is 
involved and other circumstances do not require otherwise.

Art. 7
Bad behaviour during previous service of a sentence

In the event a visiting guest has served a 12-month sentence in prison, and has 
behaved badly while serving the sentence or when performing community service, such as by 
using medicinal products or habit-forming and narcotic substances, particular care shall be 
taken in assessing whether the visit shall be allowed. 

Art. 8
Individuals connected with organised crime

In the event a visiting guest is a member of Hells Angels, Outlaws or other comparable 
associations, such a visit shall be denied. If a spouse or close relative is involved, such may be 
allowed if it is deemed advisable, taking into account the purpose of the visit, and no other 
circumstances make the visit inadvisable. It shall then generally proceed under the supervision 
of an employee or in the prison's other living quarters or by forbidding physical contact between 
the guest and the prisoner. 

Art. 9
Search of a visiting guest

Drug detection dog: In the event a drug dog signals detection of medicinal products or 
habit-forming or addictive substances on a visiting guest, the guest shall be searched, provided 
that he consents.

Previous discovery of smuggling: In the event a visiting guest has previously been 
caught smuggling medicinal products or habit-forming or addictive substances into prison, or 
something other that is not allowed in prison, he shall be searched, provided he consents.

Non-consent to search: In the event a visiting guest does not consent to being 
searched, the visit shall generally be denied unless a close relative or spouse is involved. Such a 
visit shall then generally proceed under the supervision of an employee or in the prison's other 
living quarters, and forbidding physical contact between the guest and the prisoner. 

Art. 10
Children

What is best for the child shall always prevail when decisions are made regarding a 
child visiting a prison. The interests of the child therefore weigh more heavily than the interests 
of the prisoner.

The conditions for a child being allowed to visit:
1. That the prisoner requesting the visit has not caused disciplinary breach for one month 

prior to a visit taking place.
2. That the prisoner has engaged in studies, work, or been at a therapy ward for the last 

month prior, if made available to him in prison, or has been engaged in other activities 
deemed as comparable by the prison.

3. That the prisoner is deemed as suitable in other respects to receive a visit by a child.
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4. That there exists a custody certificate issued by Registers Iceland. If an extensive time 
has passed from the issuance of a custody certificate or if a change of custody is 
suspected, a new certificate may be required.

5. That there exists informed consent by the custodian in interaction with the Child 
Protection Service (CPS) to investigate whether a child is fostered outside its home 
under their umbrella. 

6. That a social worker of the Prison and Probation Administration has had a conversation 
with the child’s custodian regarding its pending visit. If one of the custodians is the one 
requesting a visit, deviating from the condition regarding him is permissible.

Additional conditions in special instances:
7. A prisoner who is serving a sentence for a sexual offence against a child or for domestic 

violence against a child or its parent, is in remand custody or is placed in a security 
ward shall not be allowed to receive a visit by a child unless special reasons recommend 
this on grounds of the child’s interests in the opinion of professionals, for example, the 
CPS. 

8. If a visit where a child comes along is misused in any shape or form, for example, if a 
prisoner or his guest has tried to smuggle narcotics, pharmaceuticals or other items 
that are prohibited in the prison, the prisoner shall generally not receive a visit by a 
child for three months after such an incident. The prison shall immediately, in 
collaboration with a social worker of the Prison and Probation Administration, notify the 
appropriate CPS about such misuse of the visit. Additionally, the first visit at least after 
such an incident shall take place under the supervision of a prison guard. The social 
worker shall furthermore have a conversation with the prisoner prior to a decision being 
made on a new visit.

If the aforementioned conditions are generally not met, a visit shall be denied. 
Exemptions may be allowed, however, from items 1 and 2, if the prisoner has just arrived in 
prison and meets the other conditions of the provision.

If there is reason to assume that a child who comes on a visit to prison lives in 
unacceptable conditions or is subject to harassment or abuse, the prison shall notify the 
relevant CPS about the case. The CPS should furthermore be notified of any such instance that 
can be deemed as falling under its auspices.  

Art. 11
Friends' visits in a closed prison

A prisoner serving a sentence in a closed prison can receive visits from friends every 
other week, except in special instances. 

An exemption may be granted for more visits by friends if they have visited at least four 
times without problems, and other circumstances do not argue against the visits. 

In exceptional instances, the warden can permit a friend's visit at shorter intervals if 
very special conditions recommend doing so, such as the friend provably having a very long 
way to go.

Visits of friends to a closed prison shall generally proceed without physical contact the 
first two times, i.e., in a glassed-in visiting facility of the prison if there is such a facility. If there 
is no such facility, the visit shall generally proceed under a prison guard's supervision.
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Art. 12
Case procedure

A prisoner applies for a visit to the warden, who decides whether the visit shall occur. 
A new prisoner shall generally not receive visits before the seventh day of serving a 

sentence. It is permissible to deviate from this if a close relative or spouse is involved, and no 
disciplinary offence by the prisoner has been uncovered since he began serving his sentence.

When deciding whether to allow the visit,  special examination shall be made as to 
whether there is any suspicion that the visit will be misused.

In the event a visit is forbidden, or that the visit shall  proceed under supervision, in 
other living quarters in the prison or by forbidding physical contact between the guest and the 
prisoner, the argumentation for such a decision shall be written, logically supported and 
recorded, and shall include guidelines on appealing. In the event that a reason for denial 
regards information on the guest obtained from a police record, informing the prisoner of this is 
prohibited.

A visit may be brought to an end if it is deemed necessary to keep good order and 
security in the prison, or in order to prevent a culpable act.

The police shall give warning if there is suspicion of a culpable act.

Art. 13
Entry into force

These rules enter into force immediately. 
Also, the rules on visits in prison, dated 24 October 2017, are cancelled.

Prison and Probation Administration, 23 December 2020.

Páll E. Winkel (sign.)
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Nr. 1461                                  20. desember 2021

Rules on the arrangement and use of computers and 
mobile telephones connected to the Internet in 

closed prisons

Art. 1

A prisoner in a closed prison is not allowed to have a computer connected to the Internet 
in his cell. He may in accordance with the warden's decision have access, in a joint space of the 
prison, to a computer connected to the Internet at further specified times.

The purpose of allowing a prisoner to have access to a computer connected to the Internet 
in closed prisons is to enable him to follow what is going on in national affairs, attend to personal 
errands at government institutions and pursue studies and/or work.

Art. 2

It is forbidden to utilise an Internet connection to discuss, publish or send any material 
regarding fellow prisoners, or the prison's employees and activities. It is also forbidden to 
participate in discussion via the Internet, such as through media comment systems. 

It is forbidden to utilise Internet connections other than those the prison procures. 
A prisoner is responsible for all internet usage through the internet connection he is 

registered for.   

Art. 3

A prisoner is completely forbidden to maintain or utilise social media or his own web pages, 
like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, personal web pages, personal advertisements as 
well as other websites and media which do not comply with the purpose of the rules. A prisoner 
is responsible for his own web pages or social media. 

Art. 4

A prisoner is completely forbidden to utilise an Internet connection to access or have in his 
possesion content that is pornographic, violent or illegal.

Art. 5
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Direct downloading from the Internet, for example, of visual content, audio files or other 
comparable content is only authorised if it accords with the purpose of the rules. An Internet 
connection may not be used to retrieve content for entertainment, such as movies, television 
programmes, computer programs or other comparable content.

Art. 6

Use of the Internet or browsing of it is recorded with monitoring equipment for this purpose. 
A prisoner is completely forbidden to use software, like vpn connection, to hide his internet usage. 
A prisoner is forbidden to delete or hide his internet usage history in equipment he uses.

Art. 7

Telephones in closed prisons are located in each section, and telephone hours are in 
accordance with the house rules of each prison. 

A prisoner in closed prisons is forbidden to have a telephone in his keeping.

Art. 8

Violations of the above rules are subject to penalties in accordance with Art. 73 and 74 of 
Act no. 15/2016 on Sentence Execution and, in addition, can affect the processing of requests for 
confinement in an open prison, day passes, family passes, confinement outside of prison, 
electronic surveillance and probation. A violation of rules could also result in transfer out of a 
section or into another prison. 

Art. 9

The Prison and Probation Administration sets these rules. They are based on authority in 
Art. 56, cf. Art. 98, of the Act on Sentence Execution no. 15/2016, and they enter immediately 
into force.

In addition, the rules no. 1341/2016 on the arrangement and use of computers and mobile 
telephones connected to the Internet in closed prisons, are cancelled.

Prison and Probation Administration, 1 December 2021

Páll E. Winkel (sign.)

.
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Rules on imprisonment in open prisons
Guideline code of practice

Art. 1
Goals

The goals of these rules are to ensure that decisions on imprisonment in open prisons shall be in accordance with the laws and 
regulations on fulfilment of punishment and, also, to promote prisoners being informed of the perspective that must be observed with 
such decisions.

Art. 2
Perspective when deciding imprisonment in an open prison

In choosing which prisoners will be placed in open prisons, the considerations include their age, their ability to serve sentences 
with minimal monitoring, and can be trusted to utilize the rights they include, that they are preparing to complete their sentence, [that 
they are serving prison sentences generally not longer than three years,]1) that they are not addicted to narcotics, that they engage in 
work or studies and are ready to participate actively in the prison's activities.

Usually, imprisonment in an open prison is not possible for those who have been sentenced to two years' unconditional 
imprisonment or less. An exception to this may be made regarding a prisoner´s very personal reasons such as young age or if there is 
enough space in the open prisons and provided that the prisoners are otherwise qualified for such placement. 

Art. 3
Disciplinary penalties

If a prisoner is guilty of a disciplinary breach during his service of sentence, special caution shall be exercised when assessing 
whether he should be moved to an open prison. Imprisonment in an open prison will usually not be considered until three months 
having passed since a breach of discipline. An exception to this may be made regarding a prisoner's very special personal circumstances, 
such as his young age.  

Art. 4
Remand custody prisoners

Prisoners in remand custody shall generally not be placed in open prisons; however, deviations from this may be made in 
exeptional instance, for example, very young age or health problems, provided the prisoner meets the other conditions. 
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Art. 5
Service of sentence in an open prison

Prior to a transfer to an open prison, the prevailing rules that apply shall be gone through with the prisoner. In the continuation, 
the prisoner shall sign an agreement on service of sentence in an open prison in which the prisoner undertakes to abide by said rules 
and to take active part in the activities at the prison. Prior to transfer, a urine sample shall be taken from the prisoner.  

Art. 6
Violation of rules

If a prisoner violates the rules in effect in an open prison and/or general prison rules, this may lead to a disciplinary action; 
cf. Articles 73 and 74 on the Execution of Sentences Act no. 15/2016, including transfer to a closed prison. Such can also affect the 
processing of requests for day passes, a stay in Vernd (halfway house), electronic surveillance, probation, etc.

Art. 7
Entry into force

These rules enter into force immediately. 
These rules invalidate the rules on imprisonment in open prisons, dated 16 January 2019.

Prison and Probation Administration, 11 January 2022

Páll E. Winkel (sign.)

______________________
1) Text deleted 11. May 2022
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Nr. 1596                                       13. October 2020

Rules on the arrangement and use of mobile 
telephones, internet-connected devices and 

electronic storage media in open prisons 

Art. 1

A prisoner in an open prison, in accordance with the warden's special decision, may have 
mobile telephone, internet-connected devices and electronic storage media, like an external hard 
drive or usb flash drive in his cell at times specified in more detail. 

The purpose of allowing a prisoner to have access to an Internet connection and mobile 
telephone in open prisons is to enable him to pursue distance learning or work which has been 
approved by the prison, have contact with his family and closest relatives, see to personal errands 
at government institutions and follow what is going on in national affairs. 

Art. 2

Equipment can be owned by the prisoner or the prison. If a prisoner uses his own 
equipment, it must be examined and approved by the warden before he starts using it. 

A prisoner is forbidden to have other equipment, including another mobile telephone or 
other Internet connection which have been approved or provided by the prison. A prisoner is 
responsible for all use of the equipment he has authorisation to use, as well as the use of the 
Internet through the Internet connection for which he is registered.

Art. 3

A prisoner is completely forbidden to maintain or utilise social media or his own web pages, 
like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, personal web pages, personal advertisements as 
well as other websites and media which do not comply with the purpose of the rules. 

It is forbidden to publish or send any material regarding fellow prisoners, or the prison's 
employees and activities. It is also forbidden to participate in discussion via the Internet, such as 
through media comment systems.    

Art. 4

A prisoner is completely forbidden to utilise an Internet connection to access or have in his 
possession content that is pornographic, violent or illegal. 
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Art. 5

Direct downloading from the Internet, for example, of visual content, audio files or other 
comparable content, is only authorised if it accords with the purpose of the rules. An Internet 
connection may not be used to retrieve content for entertainment, such as movies, television 
programmes, computer programs or other comparable material. 

Art. 6

Use of the Internet or browsing of it is recorded with monitoring equipment for this purpose. 
A prisoner is completely forbidden to use software, like vpn connection, to hide his internet usage. 
A prisoner is forbidden to delete or hide his internet usage history in equipment he uses.

Art. 7

The prison warden can decide to examine mobile telephone, internet-connected devices 
and electronic storage media if there is a suspicion that items or substances are to be found there 
which is punishable to have in a prisoners possession, are the products of criminal activity, have 
been smuggled into the prison or prisoners are forbidden to have in their possession or in their 
cells. The prison warden can also decide to search in the course of general inspections. Prison´s 
employees must be given passwords that are necessary for the inspection to take place. If he 
refuses, that may affect his eligibility to have such equipment in the prison and to be placed in an 
open prison. 

The decision to search shall be recorded in writing. 

Art. 8 

At night, Internet connection is turned off, and computers and mobile telephones shall be 
in the custody of prison guards. 

Art. 9 

Prison authorities may collect a fee for the use of a mobile telephone and Internet 
connection to pay for the operation of Internet service. 

Art. 10

Violations of the above rules are subject to penalties in accordance with Art. 73 and 74 of 
Act no. 15/2016 on Sentence Execution and, in addition, can affect the processing of requests for 
day passes, family passes, confinement outside of prison, electronic surveillance and probation. 

Art. 11

The Prison and Probation Administration sets these rules. They are based on authority in 
Art. 56, cf. Art. 98, of the Act on Sentence Execution no. 15/2016, and they enter immediately 
into force.

In addition, the rules no. 1340/2016 on the arrangement and use of computers and 
mobile telephones connected to the Internet in open prisons.

Prison and Probation Administration, 13. October 2020.

Páll E. Winkel (sign.)
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No. 570                  8 April 2021                                                                                                               

Rules on service of a sentence in Vernd Halfway 
house

Art. 1

A convicted person, serving a prison sentence or alternative punishment for a fine can apply 
to serve part of the sentence in Vernd Halfway House. Generally, the time spent in the halfway 
house shall not be less than 3 weeks, and a convicted person shall previously have served at least 
1/3 of his sentence in prison or community service. However, a convicted person may be released 
earlier when his situation is as stated in par. 1 of Art. 5 of these rules.

When a sentence is one year or less, the time of residence in the halfway house can be up 
to 3 months. When a sentence is more than one year, a stay in the halfway house lengthens by 
2.5 days for each month of the sentence, becoming 7 months with a five-year sentence of 
imprisonment. Then, the period of the stay lengthens by 5 days for each month of the sentence, 
and can become a maximum of 18 months when the sentence is 10 years and 6 months. 

Art. 2

A prisoner serving a sentence in Vernd Halfway House shall regularly engage in work, 
studies, job training or treatment that the Prison and Probation Administration has approved and 
is part of his readjustment to society. It shall be made clear to an employer, school authorities or 
treatment specialists that the person involved is a prisoner and has agreed that monitoring shall 
be done during his engagement in work, studies, job training or treatment. 

A prisoner shall pay the halfway house the costs of his stay and meals as decided each 
time. The same applies to the payment of other costs incurred while working, studying, training for 
a job or receiving treatment. 

 

Art. 3
An application to serve part of a sentence in Vernd Halfway House shall be sent to the 

Prison and Probation Administration. The application shall, for example, specify the anticipated 
workplace or planned studies, job training or treatment. Before making a final determination on an 
application, written confirmation of the applicant's hiring from the employer or comparable 
information on studies, job training or treatment shall be submitted. 

The Prison and Probation Administration assesses whether the applicant fulfils conditions 
for serving a sentence in the halfway house. If the administration deems that the applicant does 
not fulfil the conditions for placement there, this decision may be appealed to the Ministry of the 
Interior. In addition to the Prison and Probation Administration’s approval, serving a sentence in 
the halfway house depends on approval of the application by Vernd’s House Committee. If the 
house committee does not deem the applicant suitable for service of a sentence in the halfway 
house, its decision is final. 
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A prerequisite for a convicted person getting to serve his sentence in the halfway house is 
that he shall agree the conditions applying to confinement there, and that he sign an agreement 
to that effect. 

Art. 4

The conditions for agreeing the service of a sentence in Vernd Halfway House are: 

a) That the prisoner has not been guilty of a disciplinary offence during the last 3 months of 
his prison sentence, and that his behaviour has otherwise been exemplary. 

b) If a prisoner escapes from prison from custody or while serving his sentence, at least two 
years shall pass before he is deemed suitable for staying in Vernd.

c) That there is no case pending in the criminal justice system, where the convicted person 
has been indicted for a punishable act. 

d) That the person has generally not been expelled from the halfway house in current 
imprisonment. 

e) That the convicted person is deemed suitable for staying in the halfway house. 
f) That tests of the convicted person's breath or urine samples that he submits before 

confinement in the halfway house show no alcohol or illegal habit-forming or addictive 
drugs.  

Conditions in sub-paragraphs a, b and c may be waived if very special circumstances 
support doing so, such as a young age, very minor disciplinary offenses in the criminal justice 
system of if a case in the criminal justice system have been delayed excessively and the delay is 
not due to the prisoner. The same applies if a case is likely to end in a suspended sentence of a 
fine.

Condition in sub-paragraph d may be waived from if the person´s behaviour has been 
exemplary for at least three months after his return to prison, he has received appropriate 
treatment in prison and has dealt with his drug problem if it has been present, and subject to all 
other conditions of Article 4 for placement in the halfway house.

Art. 5

A convicted person shall begin his stay in Vernd Halfway House on a Monday or Thursday 
at 18:00. If the calculated maximum time in Vernd is from: 

Tuesday, the confinement period shall be from the preceding Monday.
Wednesday, the confinement period shall be from the preceding Monday.  
Friday, the confinement period shall be from the preceding Thursday.
Saturday, the confinement period shall be from the preceding Thursday.
Sunday, the confinement period shall be from the preceding Thursday.

The person in charge of Vernd receives the convicted person, familiarises him with the 
house rules and shows him to a room. 

A prisoner is forbidden to be outside every day from 23:00 to 07:00. 
A prisoner is forbidden to leave the country while staying at Vernd. If he does, the act will 

be viewed as an escape while serving his sentence. 
While serving his sentence at the halfway house, a prisoner shall follow all the general 

house rules applying there, in addition to the following rules: 
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a) A prisoner shall show up in the house at evening meals Monday through Friday before 
18:00 and stay there until 19:00. 

b) If a prisoner does not go to his job, studies, job training or treatment on weekdays due to 
illness or for other reasons, he may not leave the halfway house except in consultation with 
the caretaker, and then for a short time.

c) A prisoner may not consume alcohol or use habit-forming and addictive drugs while staying 
in the halfway house. In addition, all medicinal products are forbidden unless prescribed by 
a physician for the prisoner involved and approved by Vernd. 

d) The prisoner has a duty to obey the orders of the supervisor, the managing director of Vernd 
and/or the Prison and Probation Administration. 

e) If requested, the prisoner has a duty to provide samples of his breath and urine for testing 
for alcohol or other intoxicants. 

Under particular circumstances, it is authorised to require a prisoner to carry equipment 
making it possible to monitor his movements. 

General provisions of the Act on Execution of Sentences and regulations set in accordance 
with it apply to service of a sentence in Vernd Halfway House. 

Violations of these rules, the house rules of Vernd as well as a complaint on punishable 
behaviour can lead to the Prison and Probation Administration’s decision to move a prisoner to 
continue serving his sentence in prison. 

Art. 6

The Prison and Probation Administration sets these rules. They are based on authority in 
par. 3 of Art. 31, cf. par. 3 of Art. 98, of the Act on Sentence Execution no. 15/2016 and an 
applicable agreement between the administration and the Vernd Association, and they enter 
immediately into force.  

In addition, the rules no. 331/2018 on serving sentences in Vernd Halfway House, dated 14 
March 2018, are cancelled.

Prison and Probation Administration, 8 April 2021

Páll E. Winkel (sign.)

Department B – Date issued:  20 May 2021
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No. 571       8 April 2021

Rules on service of a sentence under electronic 
surveillance

Art. 1
Goal of electronic surveillance

The goal of serving a sentence under electronic surveillance is to give a prisoner a chance 
to readjust to society little by little, before the service of a sentence is complete. This resource is 
intended to have constructive value, direct a prisoner off the path of offences and reduce the cost 
of sentence execution.

Art. 2 
Time conditions

In order for service of a sentence under electronic surveillance to be available, a prisoner 
shall have satisfactorily utilised the remedies under par. 1 of Art. 31 of Act no. 15/2016 on 
Sentence Execution. This entails that a prisoner who was sentenced to 12 months’ of 
unconditional incarceration is deemed to have utilised the remedies under par. 1 of Art. 31 of the 
Act on Sentence Execution when he has served three months in such a fashion.

When the sentence of imprisonment is longer than 12 months of unconditional 
incarceration, in accordance with par. 1 Art. 31 of the Act on Sentence Execution, the stay 
lengthens by 2.5 days for each month of the sentence and will be seven months for a five-year 
prison sentence. This period of residence then lengthens in the same way, by 5 days for each 
month of the sentence, and can become a maximum of 18 months when the sentence is 10 years 
and 6 months imprisonment.

Art. 3
Length of time under electronic surveillance

When a prison term is 12 months of unconditional incarceration, service of a sentence under 
electronic surveillance can be 60 days. Service of a sentence under electronic surveillance then 
lengthens by 5 days for each month of the sentence and can be as much as 360 days at most. 
Part of a month is calculated proportionally.
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Art. 4
Application for service of a sentence under electronic surveillance

A written application for service of a sentence under electronic surveillance shall generally 
be received at the Prison and Probation Administration at the same time as an application for 
residence in Vernd Halfway House or another comparable remedy, in accordance with Art. 31 of 
the Act on Sentence Execution. 

The application shall state information on the prisoner's dwelling and planned work, studies, 
job training, treatment or other tasks that will be a part of his re-adaptation to society. In addition, 
it shall state the name of the prisoner's spouse, guardian, closest relative or director of a house 
consenting to his service of a sentence under electronic surveillance in their mutual dwelling. 

Art. 5
Work, studies, job training, treatment and other tasks

Confirmation of an employer, school authority, treatment specialist or other parties shall be 
on file before a decision on electronic surveillance is made. It shall also be made clear to them 
that the relevant party is a prisoner, and their approval is obtained that the monitoring shall be in 
progress while he engages in work, studies, job training, treatment or other tasks under their 
auspices. 

A prisoner is forbidden to leave the approved place except with special permit from the 
Prison and Probation Administration or another party that the administration has agreed. If he 
does so, it can result in the act being viewed as an escape from punitive facility. 

A prisoner may not change work, studies, job training, treatment or other tasks except under 
special circumstances, and then with the approval of the Prison and Probation Administration or 
another party that it has approved.

Art. 6 
Dwelling, approval, etc.

Before deciding on service of a sentence under electronic surveillance, the Prison and 
Probation Administration, or another party that it decides, checks on the prisoner's prospective 
dwelling, i.e., whether it is possible to satisfactorily utilise electronic surveillance equipment there. 
An assessment shall also be made of whether the dwelling is suitable for achieving the goals 
intended for the remedy.  

Such investigation shall generally be done three weeks before electronic surveillance starts, 
and the written approval of the prisoner’s spouse, guardian, closest relative or house director shall 
be on file, stating that the prisoner will be serving a sentence under electronic surveillance in their 
joint dwelling. 

Before service of a sentence under electronic surveillance commences, a prisoner shall 
receive a detailed briefing on the rules applying to electronic surveillance.

The prisoner shall be handed a certificate stating the conditions of electronic surveillance, 
and he shall indicate his agreement to them by signing the certificate.

The prisoner is forbidden to leave the country. If he does, the act will be viewed as an 
escape while serving his sentence.
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Art. 7
Equipment 

A prisoner under electronic surveillance shall wear an ankle band, enabling monitoring of 
his comings and goings. He shall also carry his own mobile telephone. 

The prisoner is forbidden to remove the ankle band. If he does so, it counts as a breach of 
the conditions of electronic surveillance. The same applies if the prisoner does not carry a mobile 
telephone. 

Art. 8 
Monitoring of a prisoner under electronic surveillance

Monitoring of a prisoner under electronic surveillance is the responsibility of the Prison and 
Probation Administration or another party it decides. In addition to monitoring with electronic 
equipment, monitoring a prisoner can entail a visit to his dwelling, workplace or school, at any 
time, day or night. 

A prisoner is duty-bound to answer all calls from the prison authorities or other monitoring 
parties, without exception. If he fails to do so, it can be deemed a breach of the conditions of 
electronic surveillance.

A prisoner has a duty, if requested, to show up for an interview at the Prison and Probation 
Administration or another party it has approved. 

It is permissible to demand that a prisoner undergo testing of breath and/or blood samples 
and urine testing at any time, day or night. A prisoner can expect to be called into a prison or police 
station to provide such samples. A prisoner's refusal of such testing counts as a breach of the 
conditions of electronic surveillance.

Art. 9
Illness or other inability to attend

A prisoner shall always notify the Prison and Probation Administration, or another party that 
it has approved, of illness or other reasons that he cannot show up for his job, studies, job training, 
treatment or other tasks that he is obliged to attend, and submit a medical certificate. A prisoner 
is obliged to submit a medical certificate within a week of first giving notice of illness. More or more 
detailed medical certificates may be demanded if the Prison and Probation Administration deems 
there to be need of them. 

A prisoner is obliged to give notice of illness or other inability to attend before his job, 
studies, job training, treatment or other tasks are to begin. If illness lasts longer than one day, a 
prisoner shall give notice of it daily. The Prison and Probation Administration, or another party it 
approves, can assess whether a specified inability to attend will be taken into account. 

If, due to illness or other reasons, a prisoner cannot attend his work, studies, job training, 
treatment or other tasks that he is obligated to attend weekdays, he shall be in his dwelling at that 
time. In exceptional instances, the Prison and Probation Administration or another party it 
approves, can authorise the prisoner to leave his dwelling during that time to attend to urgent 
errands. 

Art. 10
Payment of damages

It is permissible to demand a prisoner to pay damages regarding any kind of damage to 
equipment for which he is responsible. 
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Art. 11 
Entry into force

The Prison and Probation Administration sets these rules. They are based on authority in 
par. 3 of Art. 31, cf. par. 3 of Art. 98, of the Act on Sentence Execution no. 15/2016, and the rules 
enter immediately into force. 

In addition, rules on service of a sentence under electronic surveillance no. 601 of 1 June 
2016 are cancelled. 

Prison and Probation Administration, 8 April 2021

Páll E. Winkel (sign.)

Department B – Date issued: 20 May 2021


